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The successful Japanese penetration into domestic automobile
markets has generated much interest in the magnitude and sources of the
Japanese cost advantage. Previous studies have employed ad hoc methods
to address these issues finding a cost advantage between $1500-2500 per
small car which is attributed mainly to lower input prices and higher
labor productivity.
This thesis employs a neoclassical cost function approach to
statistically test the existence of a cost advantage. Also,
input-output analysis is combined with firm-level data to make
adjustments for vertical integration differences when forming labor
productivity figures. Finally, a weighted-average cost of financing
approach is employed to calculate the cost of obtaining funds in the
U.S. and Japan.
It is found that the cost advantage enjoyed by the Japanese firms
is statistically significant using marginal cost as the basis of
comparison. Unfortunately, the estimates are not precise enough to
provide a narrow range for this cost differential.
Second, labor productivity differences comparable to those of
previous studies are reported: It is estimated that U.S. firms employ
between 1.37 and 1.52 times the labor employed by Japanese firms to
produce the same output.
Finally, the cost of financing faced by Japanese firms is found to
be comparable to that paid by U.S. firms for the years 1971 to 1982.
Before that time, the Japanese appear to have enjoyed a·slight
advantage in obtaining funds.
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2CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
1.1 Introduction
For the past twenty years, the U.S. automobile industry has faced
increasingly stiff import competition in its home market. In 1960,
only 7.58% of the autos sold in this country were produced abroad. By
1970, this figure had doubled to 14.68%; in 1980, 28.18% of new auto
sales were imports.~
The apparent inability of the domestic manufacturers to compete in
their own market has generated considerable interest in foreign
manufacturers' technology and management; particularly the Japanese.
The two broad issues which have received much attention are: Do the
Japanese enjoy a cost advantage over U.S. firms and, if so, how large
is the cost advantage and what are its sources.
These are important questions. It is clear that a great number of
American workers are directly or indirectly involved in the production
of automobiles. The increased penetration of foreign producers in
domestic markets thus has obvious and important implications for U.S.
workers. And the ability of domestic producers to maintain their hold
on U.S. markets depends crucially on their relative productive
efficiency. Therefore, the absolute size of the cost advantage is of
interest.
Second, if this cost differential is large, it becomes important
to learn the sources of the advantage. It may be the case that the
Japanese employ superior technology, and that this explains their
advantage. If so, it would seem that American firms must adopt similar
3technological innovations to retain their domestic market shares.
Thus, knowledge of the sources of the cost differences will help
identify the areas in which domestic producers must improve.
Previous studies of this cost advantage give the Japanese an
estimated advantage ranging from $1000~2000 per car. Although there
does not exist a consensus on the sources of this differential, most
studies stress the labor~cost component. And although laborMcost
differences may be due to differences in compensation or differences in
productivity, the conventional wisdom seems to be that
labor~productivitydifferences playa key role in the
manufacturing~cost differential between American and Japanese
producers.
These studies employ ad hoc methods to examine this question thus
raising questions as to the validity of their results. This thesis
provides an approach significantly different from those used previously
and confirms the results of previous studies: the Japanese enjoy a
significant cost advantage over U.S. firms, and labor~productivity
differences may be a significant factor in determining this cost
differential.
A brief overview of the approach is given below, which highlights
the differences between the present approach and those of previous
studies.
1.2 Overview
The results of previous studies obviously depend on the
methodology used to examine the cost differences. All previous
firm~level studies rely on engineering cost estimates of various
4product lines (e.g. small cars). Implicit in these studies is the
assumption of constant returns to scale; an assumption that may not be
valid in a relatively capital~intensive industry such as the auto
industry. Second, since the output mix of Japanese producers is
significantly different from that of American firms, previous studies
have found it necessary to make ad hoc adjustments to take this into
account. The typical adjustment assumes constant product~specific
returns to scale and no economies of scope. A superior framework would
not impose these restrictions a priori.
By contrast, this thesis employs a neoclassical mUltiproduct
cost~function analysis to estimate the manufacturing cost differences.
This approach differs significantly from that of previous studies in
several respects. First, a firm~level statistical analysis has never
been employed to address this question. One advantage of the
statistical approach is that it allows one to measure the reliability
of the estimates. Second, provided a sufficiently flexible functional
form is used, one is no longer constrained to assume constant returns
to scale. Instead, one is able to ask whether the cost advantage
enjoyed by the Japanese depends on the scale of operations of the
firms. Thus, this framework avoids the possibly incorrect assumptions
of studies based on engineering estimates. Third, the issue of product
mix is readily accounted for in the context of a mUltiproduct cost
function simply by comparing marginal cost estimates for similarly
defined output classes.
To avoid data problems in measuring the capital stock held by
firms, the use of a "longlllrun partial cost function" is proposed. This
cost function and its theoretical underpinnings are described in
5Chapter 2. It is essentially a variable-cost function where the
capital stock is assumed to be optimal. Thus, it embodies the
assumption of long-run cost minimization.
Once the cost difference is calculated, some adjustment for
vertical integration differences must be employed to determine the
labor cost component. Such adjustments made in previous studies are
typically ad hoc in nature, relying on inadequate measures of vertical
integration (such as the value added to sales ratio) to bring the firms
in question to an equally integrated level. A description and critique
of these vertical integration adjustments is provided in Chapter 3.
The approach used in this thesis combines industry-level input-output
data with the firm-level financial data used in the estimation of the
Japanese and U.S. cost functions to control for differences in vertical
integration across the firms. This provides a more careful treatment
of the vertical-integration issue than that used in previous stUdies,
and is also described in Chapter 3.
The use of a statistical framework to examine the cost difference
gives rise to several econometric issues which are discussed in Chapter
4.
Chapter 5 describes the data used to estimate the U.S. and
Japanese cost functions. One contribution of this section deals with
the often stated claim that the cost of financing in Japan is
substantially less than that faced by American firms. The data section
provides data series for the cost of financing for each of the firms in
the sample. The methodology used is a weighted average cost of
financing approach based on the Modigliani-Miller model. A comparison
of these data reveal Japanese financing costs are not substantially
6different from those paid by American firms.
Estimates of the differences in marginal cost and labor
productivity are provided in Chapter 6. The results are then compared
to those given in previous studies. It is found that there are
significant differences in the labor and material costs of producing
small automobiles in Japan vs. the U.S. Second, differences in labor
productivity are only slightly lower than those reported in previous
studies. Overall, the results of this thesis provide support to the
findings reported in earlier studies.
Finally, a concluding chapter provides a summary of the approach
and findings of this thesis, as well as suggestions for future
research.
7Chapter I Footnotes
~ Automotive News Market Data Yearbook, 1984, P. 30; Ward's Automotive
Reports, Jan. 7, 1985, P. 1.
CHAPTER II
THE MODEL AND EMPIRICAL SPECIFICATION
This chapter develops the empirical specification to be used in
later estimations. Section 2.1 discusses the assumption of long-run
equilibrium and its plausibility in the case of the U.S. automobile
industry. The demand conditions facing these firms are discussed in
Section 2.2. A variant of the well-known neoclassical cost function is
proposed as a reasonable framework within which to examine and compare
the cost structures of U.S. and Japanese automobile manufacturers.
This function will be called a long-run partial-cost function and is
developed in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 gives the resulting empirical
specification, including a discussion of the choice of functional form
and the parameter restrictions implied by theory. And finally, Section
2.5 describes the usefulness of the cost function approach in
determining the cost advantage currently enjoyed by the Japanese.
2.1 The Assumption of Long-Run Equilibrium in the Automobile Industry.
It is always preferable to make as few assumptions as possible
regarding the technology and behavior of firms. For that reason alone,
one may wish to avoid the assumption that firms are able to choose
their capital stock in an optimal fashion. The difficulty in relaxing
this assumption is finding adequate data to measure the capital stock
held by firms at any point in time.
In the case of the automobile industry, it is difficult to defend
the long-run cost-minimization assumption. The lead time required to
develop component~ and parts for new models is quite long (3-5 years).
9Furthermore, once in place, this plant and equipment are not easily
dismantled. For these reasons, it is more accurate to treat capital as
a fixed input in the production of automobiles.
The unavailability of firm-level capital stock measures precludes
the possibility of estimating a short-run variable-cost function,
however. This same problem is encountered in a recent study of the
U.S. auto industry by Friedlaender, Winston and Wang. 1 In that study, a
long-run cost function is estimated for U.S. firms to study the cost
structure of the U.S. auto industry.
The long-run cost minimization assumption thus seems inevitable.
Nevertheless, it is useful to discuss the plausibility of this
assumption for the period 1960-1982 (the sample years to be used in the
estimation).
For some years, one could argue that firms were able to predict
expected demand and input prices with enough accuracy to have the
optimal capital stock in place for production. This would seem to be
the case throughout much of the 60's and early 70's when firms were
operating close to full capacity. By the mid 1970's, however, the
unexpected OPEC embargo and ensuing recession ultimately resulted in
considerable demand shifts from the traditional large U.S. auto to
lighter, more fuel efficient imports. By and large, this turn of
events caught U.S. auto makers by surprise. Each had limited capital
available for production of the smaller vehicles, most of their plant
and equipment being devoted to the production of standard models.
By the mid 1970'S, the downsizing efforts of U.S. firms had
alleviated this problem just in time for the most severe recession in
post World War II history. Again, firms found themselves operating at
10
excess capacity, this time due to deficient demand. Thus, the long-run
assumption seems most inappropriate for the periods 1975-77 and
1980-81 .
The next section discusses the demand conditions faced by U.S. and
Japanese firms.
2.2 Demand Conditions
This thesis does not develop a formal model of the demand
structure and market behavior in the automobile industry. Rather, it
is a study of the cost conditions and technology of these firms.
Nevertheless, for reasons which will soon be apparent, it is important
to determine whether the output levels produced by firms may be
considered exogenous to the firms' decision. This section provides a
brief discussion of the demand conditions facing automobile
manufacturers and its relevance to the issue of output exogeneity.
In general, a profit-maximizing firm determines how much it will
produce given technology and demand. In some cases, however, it may be
argued that the firms output is determined exogenously. In the
electric utility literature, for example, once a utility's price is set
by regulators, the quantity of electricity it must provide is also
determined. Therefore, in that case, one could argue that the decision
of how much to produce is actually made by regulators. As will be seen
below, there are other possible market scenarios where a firm's output
is determined by the actions of other firms in the industry. In that
case, it may be argued that the firm's output is determined
exogenously.
11
u.s. Firms
The U.S. automobile industry may be characterized as an oligopoly
with product differentiation. It seems clear that at least Ford and GM
have some degree of market power. This is particularly true for the
years prior to foreign competition:
In competitive terms, the postwar domestic industry was
self-contained. Rivalry was a matter of what GM was up
to, what Ford's plans were, how Chrysler would react. 2
By 1959, foreign autos were beginning to surface in the U.S. markets.
The existence of foreign competition complicates the market structure
of the U.S. auto industry since the number of firms competing has
increased, particularly in small car markets.
Nevertheless, the automobile industry is typically viewed as an
oligopoly with GM as the price leader. 3 It is assumed, then, that GM
and Ford possess some market power, while Chrysler's produces enough to
meet the residual market demand at prices set by the larger firms. 4
Under this assumption, Chrysler's output may be considered an exogenous
variable, since its output is determined by the actions of other firms
in the market. Ford and GM's output, on the other hand, must be
considered endogenous.
Japanese Firms.
Very little is known about the market behavior of Japanese auto
firms. Although one might argue that the size of most of the firms in
the sample is small, the Japanese manufacturers are typically
specialized. For example, none of the firms in the sample produces
more than three of the five output lines. Furthermore, within their
12
particular areas of specialty, the firms hold prominent positions
relative to the market for these goods: for example, Nissan and Toyota
produce mostly small cars; Suzuki and Honda mostly motorcycles.
Therefore, although the size of these firms is small, it may be argued
that they possess some degree of market power in their specialized
output lines. It is assumed, therefore, that each of the Japanese
firms enjoys some degree of market power and their outputs are
considered endogenous.
2.3 The Long-Run Partial Cost Function
As discussed above, the assumption of long-run equilibrium is made
because firm-level capital stock measures are not available for
domestic production. This lack of data also raises problems in
formulating a total cost variable to be used in the conventional
long-run cost function.
Suppose one has a capital stock data series and wishes to estimate
a long-run cost function. The total cost variable would be formed as
follows:
It is important to note that the capital component (PKK) requires both
a user cost of capital (PK) and a data series for the capital stock of
the firm (K). The labor and material components are obtained directly
from financial statements and then added to the capital component to
give total costs.
Examples are overhead,
At first glance, this
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When capital stock data is unavailable, as is the case here, an
alternative approach is to identify those expenses of the firm related
to capital and treat the resulting data series as PKK. For example,
current interest expenses, depreciation and amortization are all
expenses related to the firm's use of its capital stock. Isolating
these expenses and defining them as PKK, one can form the total cost
variable.
In some cases, it is not possible to identify these capital
expenses in order to form PKK. In the present study, the problem is in
identifying domestic capital expenditures (not worldwide). Although
this is not a problem in forming the labor and material components,
there is no pUblicly available data on the capital expenditures for
domestic operations of U.S. firms.
Friedlaender, Winston and Wang also encountered this problem in
their study of the U.S. automobile industry. Their solution was to
define the total cost variable as "domestic cost of goods sold" and
then find the capital component as a residual:
PKK = C - PLL - PMM.
The problem with this approach is that defining this as a residual
attributes too many unrelated expenses to PKK.
advertising expenses, transportation costs, etc.
does not seem to cause econometric problems since total cost is only a
dependent variable so that errors-in-variable problems do not arise.
However, it seems likely that the resulting error term in the cost
equation will be correlated with the explanatory variables in the
equation which wo~ld lead to biased estimates.
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An example of how this may occur would be if an increase in the
price of oil leads to both an increase in the price of materials and
the price of heating (one of the expenses included in overhead). Since
overhead costs will be part of the error term in the cost equation, and
the price of materials is an explanatory variable, variation in the
price of oil will give rise to correlation between an explanatory
variable and the error term. This would lead to biased estimates.
To avoid this possible problem, a long-run partial-cost function
is developed. It has the advantage that it does not require
capital-related data and thus avoids the possible econometric problems
that might result from using inadequate data. This section describes
the theoretical underpinnings of the cost function.
Because the long-run partial-cost function borrows elements from
each of the commonly used cost functions (short-run variable-cost and
long-run total-cost), it is useful to describe the well-known cost
functions first and explain their possible limitations for the present
study. Then, the long-run partial-cost function is developed and
proposed as an alternative.
Short-run Variable-Cost Function
The short-run variable-cost function assumes firms choose inputs
so as to minimize variable-costs subject to a given technology and
capital stock. Assuming the firm uses only labor, materials, and
capital (L, M, K), the problem solved by firms is:
o
K = K
( 2. , ) where: VC variablecosts,
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L, M, K labor, materials, and capital,
Y""'~n = the n outputs of the firm, and
Pi input prices.
This implies the following variable-cost function and conditional input
demands:
VC* = VC(Y Y . P P -K)
." ... n' L' M'
(2.2)
Unfortunately, the quality of data available for the American and
Japanese firms does not allow the construction of a reliable capital
stock series for each of the firms. Without these data, the assumption
of long-run eqUilibrium seems inevitable.
Long-run Total Cost Function.
The long-run cost function assumes firms choose all inputs
optimally. That is, they face the problem:
s.t. F(Y" ••• Yn ; L, M, K)
Solving this problem for optimal input levels L*, M*, K* gives the
following conditional input demands:
(2.4) M*
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K* = K(Y Y . P P p)1'··· n' L' M' K
which substituted into the objective function yield the long-run
minimum cost function:
TC* = TC(Y Y . P P P)1'···_n' L' M' K
There are two problems with using (2.4) and (2.5) to estimate the
cost structure of American automobile firms. One was mentioned
earlier: it may be difficult to defend the long-run equilibrium
assumption during the 1970'S. In addition, it is difficult to
construct variables for TC and K given available data. Although a more
complete explanation of the problem is given in the data section, the
basic problem is in measuring PKK for domestic automobile production by
American firms. Without this, it becomes difficult to construct a cost
variable (TC = PLL + PMM + PKK) and a K variable (PKK / PK) for the
estimation. It would be useful to have a cost-function framework that
avoids this data limitation.
The Long-run Partial Cost Function
This section proposes a cost function which uses the assumption of
long-run equilibrium but avoids the data limitations of the long-run
total cost function described above.
Consider the short-run problem in (2.1). Suppose that firms are,
in fact, choosing K optimally:
K*
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SUbstituting this expression into the capital constraint in (2.1)
yields the problem:
(2.6) s.t. F(Y" •.. ,Yn ; L, M, K)
. .
o
K = K*
The resulting labor and material demands for this problem have PK as an
argument rather than K:
These conditional input demands, once substituted into the objective
function of (2.6) give the long-run partial-cost function:
Although the functional expression for "partial-costs" is identical to
that of variable costs in (2.1), it no longer makes sense to refer to
this as variable costs since in long-run equilibrium all factors are
variable. Therefore, when long-run equilibrium is assumed, the
expression PLL + PMM will be referred to as partial-costs.
Comparison with Long-run Cost Function
It may be useful to compare this to the long-run total cost
function. Note that the input demands in (2.7) are the same as those
given in (2.4) for the long-run ~ost function. Also, the relationship
between the explanatory variables in each cost function is simply:
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This, and the fact that no input demand equation for K* is used in the
partial-cost function constitute the major differences between the two
cost functions.
Another way to view this partial-cost function, then, is that
rather than estimating
one can estimate
Both assume long-run eqUilibrium, but the partial-cost function has the
advantage that data on PKK are not needed.
Another difference in the two approaches is in the interpretation
given to the first partial of each cost function with respect to the
price of capital. In the long-run total cost function, Shephard's
Lemma states that the value of this derivative is the optimal capital
stock K*:
K*
It should be obvious, however, that since capital costs (PKK) are not
included in the partial-cost function, this interpretation is no longer
appropriate. Instead, this derivative captures changes in labor and
material costs due to shifts in the partial input demands when the
price of capital changes:
19
where ~ ~: and ~ ~: are shifts in input demands.
A Geometric Interpretation
Consider Figure 2.'. F(Y" ..• ,Y
n
; K*, L, M) is an isoquant
depicting the combinations of labor and materials necessary to produce
given outputs (Y" .•.Y ) using K* units of capital. PC is an isocost,
. n
tangent to F() at L*,M*, the initial long-run equilibrium.
Suppose, now, that the price of capital increases, causing a
decrease in the demand for capital to K**. This in turn causes a
change in the isoquant to, say, F'(Y" ••• ,Yn;K**,L,M) tracing out new
combinations of labor and materials necessary to produce (Y" •.•Y
n
) at
the new capital stock K**. The resulting long-run equilibrium
(L**,M**) occurs at the tangency of this new isoquant and an isocost
PC' •
~
L-- ---
C / ( ~f I )' '/ C.,..". L ~ ')r .... ) J I .
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Algebraic Demonstration of the Equivalence of Labor and Material
Demands derived from the Total and Partial-Cost Functions: the
Cobb-Douglas Case.
Finally, it may be useful to demonstrate that the input demands
for labor and materials derived from the long-run partial-cost function
are equivalent to those derived from the usual long-run cost function.
Consider the Lagrange expression for the usual long-run problem
for a firm facing a Cobb-Douglas technology and using 3 inputs to
produce one output Y, where Y and all input prices are assumed
exogenous:
The first order conditions for this problem are:
( ,) PK 8 L
1L ax
(2) PM Y L
1':"" (i"'1tlL
(3) Y = La K8 MY
These three equations may be solved for the three unknowns (L*,M*,K*)
by solving all three equations for K*: L* is then found using (1) and
K*: and finally M* is found using L*, K* and (2).
On the other hand, in the partial-cost function approach, the
firm's problem is:
Min PLL + PMM - A,(Y - La K8 MY )
. .
giving the first order conditions:
(2' ) Y L
a M
21
(3' ) y
It is readily seen that if K in these two expressions were substituted
by K* from the usual long-run problem, the two equations that one would
use to solve for L* and M* are identical to (2) and (3) with K=K*.
Therefore, the input demands given by each problem are identical.
It thus seems possible to avoid the data problems associated with
the long-run total cost function by estimating a partial-cost function.
The empirical specification of this partial-cost function is developed
in the next section.
2.4 Empirical Specification
2.4.1 Simplifying Assumptions
Some simplifications are necessary to give this conceptual model
an empirical representation. First, it is assumed that the vehicles
produced by automobile firms may be represented as five output classes:
motorcycles, mini-cars, small cars, large cars, and trucks and buses.
It is assumed that vehicles falling into anyone class are homogeneous
from the point of view of production. The criteria used to group
vehicles into these classes is described in detail in Chapter 5. This
classification is similar to that used by Friedlaender, Winston and
Wang in their study of the U.S. auto industry.
Second, the factors of production used by auto firms are
aggregated into three classes: labor, materials and capital. It is
assumed that input prices are determined exogenously.
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Third, it is assumed that all firms within each country face the
same technology. That is, we allow the technology of U.S. firms to
differ from that employed by the Japanese, but require withwithin each
country that firms face identical technologies. This is done by
estimating two separate cost functions, one for the U.S. firms, another
for the Japanese.
Fourth, the sample of firms to be used in the estimation is
described as follows: The U.S. estimation includes GM, Ford and
Chrysler data from 1959 to 1983, while the Japanese cost function
includes Honda, Nissan, Toyota, Daihatsu, Fuji, Suzuki, Toyo Kogyo and
Isuzu for the period 1964-82. Most cost-function estimations which
involve observations over time introduce a variable to capture changes
in costs over time which are not already explained by the other
explanatory variables. This variable is usually a time trend and is
often interpreted as a variable capturing technical change. Robert
Solow introduced this notion in a 1956 paper 5, and the practice has
been widely adopted in both production and cost studies. 6 The empirical
specification in this thesis will also include a time trend to capture
purely time related changes in costs and technology.
2.4.2 Functional Form
In recent years, it has become popular to use flexible functional
forms (such as the translog or quadratic) to estimate the technology of
firms. When viewed as an exact representation of technology, these
functions have the desirable property that they place no restrictions
on the values taken on by the function's first and second derivatives:
the first derivatives are functions of all the explanatory variables,
23
while the second derivatives are estimable parameters.
This thesis uses the quadratic functional form to estimate the
long-run cost functions. Although it is probably true that the
translog is more commonly used in cost studies, the quadratic is
particularly attractive for multi-product cost function estimation in .
that it allows for evaluation of costs at zero output levels while the
translog does not. Baumol, Panzar and Willig7 evaluate several
different functional forms and conclude the quadratic may be the best
suited for this type of estimation. This seems to be reflected in the
increased use of the quadratic in recent years. 8
The main drawback in using the quadratic is that it is not
possible to impose (or test for) homogeneity in input prices, a
property of well-behaved cost functions normally imposed in translog
estimation. Although some have suggested the use of transformations
(such as the Box-Cox) to allow for the evaluation of costs at zero
output levels, this introduces non-linearities in the system as well as
an additional parameter to be estimated. In light of possible degrees
of freedom problems, it was felt that the quadratic is preferable for
our pur poses.
The remainder of this section describes the resulting empirical
specification of the cost functions to be estimated, and discusses the
economic interpretation given to the function's coefficients.
The estimating cost function is written as:
where: PC labor and material costs,
24
Yi the i
th output,
w. the jth input,
J
T the time trend,
£ a disturbance term,
2.4.3 Parameter Restrictions
Two types of restrictions are typically made in cost-function
estimation: 1) symmetry restrictions, and 2) cross-equation
restrictions. Although these restrictions are standard for the usual
long-run cost function, it is not immediately obvious that they will
also hold for the partial-cost function used in this thesis. This
section demonstrates that both types of restrictions are valid for the
long-run partial-cost function.
The SYmmetry restrictions follow from Young's theorem9 which
states that for any twice differentiable function where the second
partials are continuous, the matrix of second partials is symmetric.
This result is purely mathematical in nature and does not require any
assumptions regarding the technology used by firms or their behavior.
Clearly, these restrictions may be applied to the partial-cost function
if one assumes that the second derivatives are continuous. Under that
assumption, the restrictions are:
25
Bij Bj i
Eij Ej i
for all i ,j •
The cross-equation restrictions normally arise from the use of
Sheppard's lemma to derive input demands. That is, if Sheppard's lemma
holds, all the parameters in the conditional input demands are also
parameters in the cost function.
It is straightforward to show that Sheppard's lemma holds for the
long-run partial-cost function. The following proof parallels that in
Varian 10 for the usual long-run cost function.
Proposition: Let Xi(w,Y,K*(w,Y» be the firm's conditional input
demand for input i and pC(w,Y,K*(w,Y» be the firm's long-run
partial-cost function. Then if PC is differentiable at (w,Y,K*(w,Y»,
and w»O,
Proof: Let X be a cost-minimizing bundle that produces Y at prices w*
with capital K*(w,Y). Then define the function:
q(w,Y,K*(w,Y» = PC(w,Y,K*(w,Y» - w • X,
where w = (wL ,wM). Since PC(w,Y,K*(w,Y» is the cheapest way to
produce Y, this function is always non-positive. At w=w*, q(w*)=O.
Since this is the maximum value of q, its derivative must vanish:
0, Vi # K.
Hence, the cost-minimizing input vector is just given by the vector of
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price derivatives of the cost function.
Using Sheppard's lemma, we derive the following factor demand
equations:
where £j represents a disturbance term, and j denotes materials or
labor. Since the four parameters in each input demand also appear in
the cost equation, cross-equation restrictions will be imposed when the
partial-cost function is jointly estimated with the input demand
equations.
2.4.4 Interpretation of Parameters.
It is useful at this point to consider the economic interpretation
of the coefficients. The marginal cost of output i is given by:
where marginal cost is interpreted as the additional labor and material
costs required to produce an additional unit of good i. The Aij's
represent the change in MG i with respect to the jth output: If MG i is
rising, then A.. will be positive; also, A· ·<0 implies weak cost11 1J
complementarity between the two outputs. The change in MG. with
. 1
respect to each input price is captured in the Eij coefficients; one
would expect each Eij to be positive. And, finally, DTY i represents
the change in MG i over time; we have no priors on the sign of this
parameter.
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In each input demand function, Xj , the Bij (for all i ~ j)
coefficients represent the sUbstitutability of inputs: B. ·(0 implieslJ
complementarity, while a positive sign implies substitutes. One would
expect the Bii's to be negative since they are the own price effects on
Xi- The DTWj terms reflect purely time-related changes in input
demands.
In addition to the homogeneity property of cost functions
(discussed above), a well-behaved cost function must also be concave
and non-decreasing in all input prices. The second will always be true
for every observation in the sample since input demands are positive.
The first requires that Bii be negative for i = labor, materials_
Finally, the impact of changes in the price of capital on labor
and material costs is given by:
The value of this derivative captures changes in labor and material
costs when these inputs adjust to a change in the optimal capital
stock.
a PC a PC
"TWi( =~ a K*"TWi(
2.5 Using the estimated cost functions to determine the magnitUde of
the Japanese advantage.
Suppose a cost function is estimated for the American firms
(assuming all firms face the same technology) and another for their
Japanese counterparts. The estimated parameters of each cost function
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may be used to calculate the manufacturing cost differential, where
this cost differential includes only labor and material costs.
The issue that has presented problems in earlier studies is
controlling for output mix. Obviously, producers of more costly
standard-sized vehicles will face higher costs than those of smaller
compacts. In the context of the multiproduct cost function estimation,
controlling for output mix is straightforward.
If marginal costs are used as the basis of comparison, then no
further adjustment for output mix is required. This is because one can
simply calculate marginal costs for each output class. In this thesis,
marginal cost estimates will provide the basis for cost comparisons.
The multiproduct cost function also allows one to calculate
marginal costs under the constraint that both Japanese and U.S. firms
are forced to produce the same output configuration. This is useful in
assessing the role which scale and scope issues may play in determining
the cost advantage.
Although in principle any output configuration may be imposed on
both firms, one is actually constrained by possible prediction
problems. If costs are predicted for an output configuration very far
from what is actually observed, the resulting estimates are necessarily
weak. This issue is addressed in Chapter 6, where the method for
choosing "admissible output configurations" is described. Fortunately,
it turns out that the diversity of output levels in each of the
estimations allows a variety of configurations to be used.
2.6 Conclusion
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The neoclassical cost-function approach provides a useful
framework within which to estimate the size of the cost differential.
This can be done by simply comparing the marginal cost of each output
class. This allows one to ask how these measures vary as output mix
and scale change, a question one could not address in the framework of
previous studies.
Another interesting issue is to what extent labor productivity
differences are responsible for the Japanese cost advantage. This
latter issue requires one to deal with vertical-integration differences
across borders. The methodology used in this thesis to account for
these vertical-integration differences when calculating labor
productivity indices is the topic to which we now turn.
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CHAPTER III
LABOR PRODUCTIVITY COMPARISONS AND VERTICAL INTEGRATION
This chapter focuses on how vertical-integration differences
affect the calculation of labor-productivity figures. Section 3.1
explains why a correction for differences in vertical integration
between two firms must be made so that labor-productivity measures
between them will be comparable. The treatment of this issue in
previous studies is discussed in Section 3.2. Finally, Section 3.3
proposes the use of input output data as a more careful treatment of
vertical-integration differences across firms.
3.1 Vertical-Integration and Labor-Productivity Measures
Consider the following statement:
Toyota and Nissan, combined, employed about 105,000
persons in 1981 to produce about 5.9 million" vehicles.
This compares with GM's total U.S. "emploYment of
522,000 and production of 4.7 million vehicles. Thus, the
top two Japanese firms employed about 18 persons per thousand
vehicles while GM employed about 111 persons per thousand
vehicles. 1
At first blush, the logical inference is that Japanese labor is
considerably more productive than their American counterparts. But,
labor-productivity measures (e.g., output per man-hour), if based on
firm-level data, will lead to misleading conclusions if the differences
in vertical integration of the two firms are pronounced and if these
differences are not properly accounted for. This is because the
unintegrated firm records the labor costs of its suppliers as a
material cost, while the integrated firm, which supplies its own parts
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and components, will record these as labor costs. Clearly, ignoring
this will understate labor usage in the case of the unintegrated firm,
and will bias productivity figures in their favor.
3.2 Previous Studies
That American automobile manufacturers are more vertically
integrated than their Japanese counterparts is well known. Previous
firm-level studies of the cost differential have attempted to take this
into account with varying degrees of success. 2 The typical adjustment
uses some measure of the degree of vertical integration of each firm to
adjust labor and material costs. The measure most commonly used is the
value-added-to-sales ratio (hereafter, VA/S). An example will help
illustrate the nature of this adjustment.
Let firm A be totally integrated so that all materials (including
raw materials) are produced in house. Firm A's VA IS ratio would equal
1. By contrast, let firm B make substantial outside purchases so that
its VA/S is, say, 0.5. To bring firm B's labor costs to a "100%
vertical integration level", the following adjustment is typically
made:
where, LC represents the adjusted labor cost and LC the actual labor
cost for firm B. The adjusted labor cost is actual labor cost
multiplied by the ratio of VA/S ratios of the two firms. Obviously,
adjusting a firm's labor costs to reflect those of a totally integrated
firm will increase its labor costs. This increase in labor costs is
then deducted from the firm's actual cost of materials (MCa) to bring
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them to a totally integrated level:
A closer look at the components of VA/S ratios will serve to identify
the conditions under which this adjustment is appropriate.
Value added for a firm is defined as sales less the value of
purchases used in production. One can also think of value added as the
sum of three components:
VA Labor Cost + Capital Cost + Economic Profits
A more convenient restatement of this expression is:
Where LCB is the labor costs for firm Band n B is the sum of capital
costs and economic profits of the firm.
Using this expression, the VA/S ratio to firm B, eg., may be
restated as:
VA LCB + nB
S- LGB + nB + LCls + nls
Where the subscript "Is" refers to firms in lower stages of production
not owned by firm B. The denominator of this expression says that the
sales of firm B may be expressed as the sum of value added by firm B
and value added by upstream suppliers of firm B.
Rewriting the typical adjustment of firm B's labor costs to a 100%
vertical integration level (i.e., VA/S = 1), we obtain:
LCB LCB • (LCB + n B + LCls + n Is ) I (LCB + n B)'
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or,
The adjusted labor cost should be the sum of labor costs to firm B
and labor costs at lower stages. By setting (LCIs + TI Is)/(LCB + TI B)
equal to LCls / LCB ' and solving for TI Is / LCls ' we find that the
adjustment described above is appropriate if and only if:
That is, the ratio of capital costs plus economic profits to labor
costs in firm B must be equal to some average of that in all lower .
stage industries. To the extent that this condition holds, the typical
adjustment of labor costs will be appropriate. Otherwise, the adjusted
labor costs will be over or understated. The likelihood that this
condition will hold true is not clear.
The second step involves reducing material costs by the second
term in (2):
Even if the adjustment to labor costs were correct (i.e., assuming the
second term of the this expression truly represents labor costs at
lower stages), this second step is erroneous in that it ignores capital
costs and economic profits at lower stages. Rewriting (4) with the
assumption that the labor cost adjustment is correct, gives:
whereas the correct adjustment to material costs would be:
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The fact that (5) is incorrect is particularly obvious in the current
case since, in principle, a totally vertically integrated firm has no
material costs. Therefore, the adjusted material cost should equal
zero. The adjustment in (5) will not give such a result thereby
overestimating material costs, whereas (6) will.
Therefore, the problem with the typical adjustment made in
previous studies may be seen as stemming from the fact that the
presence of capital costs and economic profits is ignored. Note in all
the above expressions that if nls= ~B=O, then the adjustment is
perfectly valid.
Another problem with the use of VA/S ratios as a measure of
vertical integration is seen from a recent study3 which would have used
them to adjust for differences in vertical integration between Ford and
Toyo Kogyo. According to this crt terion, however, the two firms were
equally integrated despite the fact that experts in the industry
considered Ford to be more integrated. Based on this ttindustry
judgement tt Toyo Kogyo' s labor costs were increased by 20% to account
for the differences in vertical integration. This discrepancy between
the tt industry judgement" and the VA/S ratio punctuates its weaknesses
as a measure of vertical integration.
3.3 Using Input-output Data to Take Vertical Integration Differences
Into Account.
The approach taken here is to adjust the labor cost components of
the firm to reflect the costs the firm would have faced if it were
totally integrated. This will be done to both the Japanese and
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American firms to allow comparisons of this cost component.
Since totally integrated firms do not pay material costs, the
actual material costs of each firm will be decomposed into their labor
and capital cost components; the firms' labor costs are then augmented
by the imbedded labor cost component.
Unfortunately, firm-level data on the nature of firms' purchases
is difficult to obtain. Instead, industry-level data will be used to
discover those industries which supply materials for the typical
establishment in the automobile industry. In particular, we wish to
determine, for example, what percentage of the typical auto
establishment's materials came from, say, the auto parts industry.
Input-output analysis will be used for this purpose.
Of course, these input-output data provide no information in and
of themselves of the degree of vertical integration of firms in the
auto industry because they use the establishment as the basic unit of
observation with no regard to ownership. Since vertical integration is
a firm-level concept, we need to determine how much of, say, GM's
purchased auto parts come from its own establishments. Only the
transactions with non-owned firms should be considered since these are
the type of transactions that make up the firms actual cost of
materials. The remainder of this section describes the necessary
calculations.
A straightforward adjustment of data provided in the direct and
indirect requirement tables for each country is used to find the
percentage of deliveries to final demand of the auto industry which
originated in each of all other industries. These tables give the
value of production required from each industry to produce a dollar's
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worth of output in the auto industry. These figures represent total
transactions required and must be adjusted to remove double counting.
For example, the value of trucks used by the steel industry to
transport steel to the auto industry is included in the value of
production of steel. The figure we want is value added at the steel
---
industry level, not the dollar value of their shipments. To remove
this double counting, each element of the column corresponding to the
auto industry is multiplied by the ratio of value added to sales for
each row's industry:
(7) VA i
VAi,auto/ SALESauto = ai,auto • SALES.
1
where: ai,auto = an element from the i th row of the auto industry's
column of the direct and indirect requirements table
VA i = value added in industry i.
This expression gives the amount of value added from establishments in
industry i that went into producing one dollar of auto sales.
To find a comparable measure for each firm (the value added from
establishments in industry i that went into firm j's sales), assume
that the proportions given in (7) equal those for firm j. Then,
Suppose one has data on the percent labor content in value added from
all industries i:
PL . Li
<l>i
i
= Lei / VAi VA.
1
Then if all firms in the auto industry were unintegrated in the sense
that they own no establishments in lower level industries, and if there
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are no transactions across establishments in the auto industry, then it
is true that firm j's material cost (purchases from other industries i)
is:
(8 ) COM. . = VA. .1,J 1,J
The imbedded labor cost in firm j's cost of materials would be given
by:
(9) LC*.
J L 4>i • COMi ,j
Unfortunately, if firm j is vertically integrated, then (8) no
longer holds. Instead, the purchases from industry i by firm j are now
represented as:
(10) COM. . = VA. . - VAowned. .,
. 1,J 1,J 1 ,J
where the second term indicates value added at establishments owned by
the firm. This adjustment is necessary because the value added of
owned establishments is already reported as part of the firm's labor
and capital costs.
Assuming data on VAowned.. is available, the labor costs that1,J
firm j would pay if it were totally integrated are given by:
*where LC j is derived using expressions (9) and (10).
Finally, the above analysis is useful in computing labor
productivity measures which are comparable across borders and corrected
for vertical integration. Let:
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(12)LC* .. = cp •• COM ..
. I,J I I,J
represent the labor costs to industry i passed on as costs to firm j.
Then:
I LC ij
-w:-
1
where wi are wages per worker in industry i, gives the imbedded labor
in firm j's purchases from industry i. Then the total labor that went
into production of firm j's vehicles, at all stages of production, is
the sum of firm j's own labor and labor at lower stages:
Having calculated the total labor employed to produce each firm's
vehicles (controlling for output mix), it is possible to formulate the
following labor-productivity measure:
(15) man-years L
unIt output VEH
This will be used to compare the productivity of labor in Japanese and
American automobile manufacturers to determine to what extent labor
productivity differences are responsible for the cost advantage
presumably enjoyed by the Japanese automobile firms.
3.4 Summary and Limitations
This chapter proposes that industry-level input-output data be
combined with firm-specific financial data to take vertical integration
differences across firms into account. This procedure is superior to
that used in previous studies in that it avoids the ad hoc assumptions
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those approaches require. The approach described in this chapter
allows the calculation of labor-productivity measures which include the
labor imbedded in the firms' material costs. Since this essentially
brings firms to an equally integrated level, comparisons across firms
become possible.
The procedure used to predict total labor requirements at
different output vectors is as follows:
(1) Once the cost-function system described in Chapter 2 is
estimated, predict the labor and materials required to produce the
desired output configuration. The predicted labor requirement is L. in
J
expression (14). The predicted materials demand times the materials
price gives the cost of materials needed to produce the desired output.
(2) Find the imbedded labor in these materials costs by using the
expression:
L*.
J
~/i O/iL w. COMj
1
A
where COM. is the predicted materials cost, ~i and Wi are definedJ
above, and 0i = CO~i,j/COMj. This last expression is found by using
expressions (12) and (13), and the assumption that the distribution of
materials across industries is fixed: COMi,j = 0i COMj •
(3) Expression (14) then gives the total labor requirement needed
to produce firm j's output, and (15) provides the labor-productivity
measure.
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Since the procedure combines results from a cost-function
estimation and input-output analysis, the resulting labor-productivity
measure embodies assumptions from both approaches. Although a detailed
description of these assumptions is provided in Chapter 2 and the
present chapter, it may be useful to outline the major assumptions made
here:
(1) The cost-function estimation assumes that firms in the
automobile industry minimize costs subject to a quadratic technology.
All inputs are assumed to be variable. Although the demand side of the
industry is not modelled explicitly, all firms (with the exception of
Chrysler) are assumed to enjoy some degree of market power.
(2) On the other hand, input-output analysis embodies another set
of assumptions. The two major ones are that the technology of al
industries is constant returns to scale and that all all industries are
perfectly competitive (there do not exist economic profits).
This inconsistency between the two sets of assumptions is
unsettling. However, it is not possible to generalize input-output
analysis to allow for ore complex market structures or technologies so
as to make the two approaches consistent. Nevertheless, the relatively
restrictive assumptions in (2) playa minor role in that they are used
only to determine the distribution of material costs across industries
(using expression (7». The data used for subsequent calculations are
independent of the input-output data.
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Chapter IV
ECONOMETRIC ISSUES
The empirical model developed in Chapter 2 will be estimated to
provide a basis for later marginal-cost and labor-productivity
calculations. This chapter discusses the econometric estimator to be
used. Briefly, this estimator is an iterated Instrumental-Variable
estimator with a variance-covariance matrix corrected for possible
heteroskedasticity.
We wish to find an estimator to estimate the parameters of the
following three equations:
where: Y.
1
the i th output,
j=L,M
wj the jth input price,
T the time trend,
£ a disturbance term,
The first equation represents the firms' cost function while the
remaining two equations are conditional input demands for labor and
materials. All nominal variables are deflated. The remainder of this
section develops an econometric estimator to estimate the parameters of
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this model.
4.1 Endogeneity of Output Variables.
Recall that the output levels appearing in the right hand side of
each equation are endogenous, while input prices are assumed exogenous
to the firms. To avoid simultaneity bias, either a formal model of the
equations determining the endogenous variables must be introduced to
the model, or some instrumental-variable technique must be applied.
Since this thesis does not provide a specification of the demand for
each output class, the latter route will be taken. This gives rise to
several issues.
First, since the endogenous output variables appear in the model
both alone and as part of square and cross terms, one must explore
whether simply substituting out each Y. with a hatted y. is
1 1
appropriate. The alternative is to treat each variable which includes
~
That is, the issue boils down to whether ~iWj ora Yi as endogenous.
~
Yiwj is the appropriate way to express Yiwj •
In the context of a simple quadratic model it is easy to see that
sUbstituting out each Y. with a hatted value would lead to biased
_1
estimates under the usual assumptions regarding the error terms.
Consider the following simple quadratic cost function in Y and w, where
Y is endogenous and w is exogenous:
C ao + aY + bw + c(Yw) + e,
where the coefficients on the square terms for Y and ware set to zero
to simplify the exposition. Suppose one finds an instrument for Y:
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A.
Y Y + u.
SUbstituting this into the cost function yields:
A A
C = ao + aY + bw + c(Yw) + e + au + cwu.
Note that w is now correlated with the error terms, by construction.
Therefore, simply sUbstituting each Yi by its instrument will not yield
consistent estimates of the parameters in the model.
To avoid this problem, any variable containing the endogenous
outputs (Yi's) will be considered endogenous. So, for example, in the
simple model stated above, both Y and Yw are considered endogenous
while w is not. The appropriate procedure is then:
/'. /'.
1) Find Y and Yw from
A
Y = Y + u, and
/\Yw = Yw + v,
2) Substitute these hatted values in the original
specif ication:
I'- !'C = a
o
+ aY + bw + c(Yw) + e + au + cv.
Since w no longer appears in the error term, the obvious bias one
A
obtains if Yw is used is eliminated.
Although w is orthogonal to e (by assumption), it may be
correlated with u and v in the new error structure. Whether or not
this is the case depends on the matrix one uses to form the
instruments. If this matrix includes w, then w'e=O (by assumption),
and w'u=O and w'v=O (by construction). Therefore, in the partial cost
function estimation, all exogenous variables in the matrix are used to
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form the instruments.
In addition, if n is the number of included endogenous variables
in each equation, at least n-1 excluded predetermined variables must
appear in each equation for the model to be identified. In the
Japanese side, there are 42 included endogenous variables in the cost
equation; 21 in the American side. Therefore, the list of preliminary
regressors used to form the instruments must include at least 41
excluded predetermined variables for the Japanese estimation and at
least 20 for the U.S. side.
The following variables were used as preliminary regressors in
addition to the set of included exogenous variables: the previous
year's market share and output, the level of disposable personal
income, the prime rate, the unemploYment rate, total installment
credit, the price of gas, firm-specific dummies, and interaction terms
between all these variables and the firm-specific dummies. This gives
98 excluded predetermined variables in the Japanese side and 35 in the
American estimation, far more than is theoreticaly necessary for
identification. A later chapter will explore the possibility that the
model, although theoretically identified, is not practically
identified.
Once all endogenous variables have instruments, the model may be
estimated using OLS on each equation to obtain consistent estimates.
This procedure is readily shown to be equivalent to the "truncated
two-stage-Ieast squares" (truncated 2SLS) procedure described by Brundy
and Jorgenson in a series of papers. 2 The next section discusses the
properties of the Brundy-Jorgenson estimator and its relationship to
the procedure outlined above.
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4.2 Equivalence of the Above Procedure to Truncated 2SLS.
A succinct description of the truncated 2SLS procedure is provided
by Brundy and Jorgenson:
In the method of truncated 2SLS, the ordinary least squares
estimator of the reduced form is replaced by a regression of the
jointly dependent variables included in the equation on a proper
subset of the predetermined variables, or a basis for a proper
subspace of the space spanned by the predetermined variables •.•
Applying the method of ordinary least squares with the fitted
~alues Yj.and the act~al values of the predetermi~ed variables
1ncluded 1n the equatlon X., gives the estimator.
J
The authors demonstrate the consistency of this estimator in the
following theorems: 4
Theorem 3 (Brundy-Jorgenson). The truncated two stage least
squares estimator reduces to an instrumental variables estimator
if and only if the initial regressors XJ include a basis for the
subspace spanned by the columns of the lncluded predetermined
variables X,.
J .
Theorem 4(Brundy-Jorgenson). The truncated two stage least
squares estimator is consistent if and only if either (a) it
reduces to an instrumental-variable estimator as in theorem 3;
or (b) (X, 'X,)-~Xl'Yj is a consistent estimator of the nonzero
reduced form. coefficIents.
Therefore, if Theorem 3 holds, then the truncated 2SLS estimator is
consistent.
Since all of the predetermined variables are included in the list
of initial regressors, Theorem 3 holds and the procedure to be used in
this thesis therefore provides consistent estimates. It should be
clear from the description of the truncated 2SLS procedure that the two
approaches are identical since both derive hatted values for jointly
dependent variables by including
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a basis for a proper subset of the predetermined variables and then
applying OLS.
4.3 Truncated 3SLS
Although the estimator described above is consistent, it is
possible that jointly estimating the three equations of the system will
improve the efficiency of the estimates. This suggests adding a third
stage to take possible cross-equation correlations of the error
structure into account.
The three equation system in (1) may be restated as:
(2) y XB + e
where Y and e are 3n x 1 vectors of stacked dependent variables and
errors, respectively; X is the 3n x (k 1+k 2+k 3) block diagonal matrix
with the X's from each equation on the block diagonals; B is the
(k 1+k2+k 3) x 1 vector of parameters to be estimated; n denotes the
number of observations in each equations; and kj is the number of
explanatory variables in the jth equation.
If the endogenous explanatory variables are replaced by their
instruments, then (2) becomes:
Y ZB + e
where Z is the matrix X with each endogenous explanatory variable
replaced by its instrument, and all other variables are as defined in
(1). Since Z'e = 0, Aitken estimation of (3) will yield consistent
estimates:
(4) B [ Z'(E- 1 ~ 1)ZJ -1 Z'(E ~ 1)Y
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with the following covariance matrix:
~
V(B) [Z'(E-~ ~ 1)Z] -1
This estimator essentially adds a third stage to the estimation
procedure and is referred to as truncated 3SLS. The consistency of the
estimator is guaranteed by the consistency of the truncated 2SLS
estimator, although it is only efficient if part (b) of Theorem 4
holds. 5
4.4 Further Attempts to Increase the Efficiency of the Truncated 3SLS
Estimator.
Three other attempts will be made to obtain more efficient
estimates. First, the theory from which the equations in (1) are
derived implies certain cross-equation restrictions for the parameters.
These arise because each of the Xj equations is derived as a partial
derivative of the cost equation. Taking these restrictions into
account will most likely increase the efficiency of the estimates.
The linear restrictions take the form:
o = HB
where H is a n x (k,+k2+k 3) matrix. Incorporating these restrictions
yields the estimate:
where C
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Second, the variance covariance matrix L-~ must be estimated. In
the 3SLS case, the efficiency of the estimates may be increased by
employing an iterative procedure where a new estimate of E- 1 is
obtained at each iteration. The same procedure may be used here to
A
refine the estimates of E and thereby increase the efficiency of B
r
•
The expression for this estimator is similar to that in (5) except that
E- 1 is replaced with the S-~ estimated at the last iteration.
Finally, since the sample used is pooled cross section time
series, it is possible that the errors within each equation are not
homoskedastic. The remainder of this section describes a relatively
recent approach for taking this into account.
It is well-known that the covariance matrix for OLS parameters is
inconsistent in the presence of heteroskedasticity.6 Most corrections
for heteroskedasticity require a formal model of the process generating
the different variances. One exception is found in a recent paper by
Halbert WhiteT in which he derives a heteroskedasticity-consistent
covariance-matrix estimator for OLS. This estimator has the advantage
that it does not depend on a (possible incorrect) formal model of the
heteroskedastic structure as previous approaches require. This section
presents an application of White's approach to the estimator used in
this thesis.
Consider the simple OLS model:
(6)
where
Y. = X. 8 + e .
. 1 1 1
E(X.'e.) = 0,
1 1
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0- 1 = I, if no heteroskedasticity.
Here, X. is a 1 by k vector of the i th observation of the explanatory1
variables; Yi and e i are the i
th scalar values of the dependent
variable and error term, respectively.
White demostrates that given the proper set of assumptions 8, the
following covariance-matrix estimator is consistent in the presence of
heteroskedasticity:
where:
....
V
In the fixed regressor case, the matrix V is equivalent to replacing
the i th diagonal element of 0 with ;2 (the i th squared residual), or
premultiplying each X. by the i th residual:
1
where 0 -1 = I.
Other results demonstrated by White which are of relevance here
are:
,..
(1) The estimator W is appropriate for use in
constructing asymptotic confidence intervals, and
(2) In the absence of heteroskedasticy, the usual
variance estimator and White's estimator are
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approximately equal.
The second result suggests that a test for heteroskedasticity is not
"strictly necessary since the estimator W is consistent in the presence
or absence of heteroskedasticity. Therefore, the White covariance
matrix will be calculated for our case and used to conduct asymptotic
tests and to construct confidence intervals.
The OLS interpretation of the model in (3) makes the application
of White's estimator to this case straightforward.
The usual variance estimator for the system in (3) is:
V(S)
where:
I being the variance-covariance matrix of residuals across equations.
Note that the covariance matrix in (9) is of the same form as V(S)
in (6) except that 0 2 does not appear in this expression. Assume that
each equation in the system is normalized so that o~ = 1 for each
J
equation j, thus making the expressions equivalent. Then, the
"
analogous V matrix for the estimation in (3) is given by (7), where
each matrix is given an Aitken interpretation. The White estimator is
then:
where:
(11 ) v n (Z' diag(e.) 0 diag(e.) Z)1 1
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In the presence of cross-equations restrictions, the White
covariance matrix is:
A
(12) ~r = V(S)r • Vr • V(S)r
where:
4.5 Summary
The estimator used in this thesis has the following
characteristics: the estimator in (5) for e is an iterated version of
truncated 3SLS which takes cross-equation restrictions into account.
White-corrected variances for the parameter estimates are reported to
take possible heteroskedasticity into account.
This estimator is used in all hypothesis tests and confidence
interval estimation in the empirical section of this thesis.
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Chapter IV Footnotes
1 This approach was also used in the Friedlaender, Winston, Wang study
of the U.S. automobile industry. They view this specification as
similar to an aggregate demand model for each type of output.
2 Brundy, James M. and Dale W. Jorgenson, "Consistent and Efficient
Estimation of Systems of Simultaneous Equations", in P. Zarembka (ed.)
Frontiers in Econometrics, New York, N.Y.: Academic Press, 1973, Pp.
215-244.
3 I bi d. , P.
4 I bi d. , P.
5 Ibi d. , P.
235.
236.
238.
6 See, for example, Henri Theil, Principles of Econometrics, New York,
N.Y.: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1972, p. 247.
7 Halbert White, "A Heteroskedasticity-Consistent Covariance Matrix
Estimator and a Direct Test for Heteroskedastici ty", Econometri ca
48(May 1980):817-879.
8 A sufficient set of assumptions for the consistency of Ware:
-The X's are uniformly bounded fixed regressors~
-The error variances are uniformly bounded, and
-The average covariance matrix of the regressors is
nonsingular.
CHAPTER V
THE DATA
The model developed in Chapter II will be estimated using the
econometric procedure described in Chapter IV and the data described in
this chapter.
For the most part, the data used here are constructed in a manner
typical of studies of this type. Occasionally, the complexity of firms
in the sample raised problems not normally encountered. Other times,
the lack of available data required unusual efforts to construct the
data series.
There were three major problems in collecting the data. First,
since one major goal of this thesis is to compare the costs of
producing different lines of automobiles, it seems paramount to
construct comparable output classes for the U.S. and Japanese firms.
Because these data are reported differently by the firms, great pains
have been taken to find data SUfficiently disaggregated to allow the
construction of similar output variables.
Second, all three American firms have at one time or another
produced autos and parts in foreign countries. When financial reports
did not provide breakdowns of costs from domestic plants vs. costs from
foreign operations, adjustments were necessary to exclude the costs of
foreign production. Without these adjustments, construction of input
price series would be virtually impossible, thus raising possible
econometric problems.
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Finally, the construction of a capital-price series for Japanese
firms was particularly difficult. This is because the well-known
methods used to construct these data require financial variables not
publicly reported in Japan. Therefore, measures such as asset betas,
which are readily available in the U.S. for American firms, had to be
constructed for the Japanese firms.
This chapter discusses, in detail, the construction and sources
for the data series used in the cost function estimations. Section 5.1
discusses the American data while 5.2 describes the data used in the
Japanese estimation. Descriptive statistics of the data to be used in
the estimation, as well as the data series for the cost of financing of
the Japanese firms in the sample are provided in Section 5.3. The cost
of financing data constructed for the estimation allows one to
empirically examine the often-stated claim that Japanese firms enjoy
cost advantages in this component.
5.1 U.S. Cost Data
DIFFICULTIES IN MEASURING THE COSTS OF DOMESTIC PRODUCTION
The dependent variable of the cost equation should measure the
total cost of domestic production of automobiles. Available data do
not make the distinction of location and type of good produced,
however, since financial reports for the three U.S. firms present data
on a consolidated basis.
No adjustment is m~de here to account for automotive vs.
,
nonautomotive production. Although all the firms are involved in
production of other goods (ranging from kitchen appliances to aircraft
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engines), nonautomotive operations seem to comprise only a small
percentage of total operations. For example, non-auto sales for GM
were only 4% of total sales in 1983 while Ford's non-automotive sales
were 8% of total. 1
The distinction between domestic and foreign operations appears
more important. Ford Motor, historically the most involved in foreign
production, earned anywhere from 75% to 11% of its net income from
foreign production in the period 1958-1983, while its domestic sales
figures range from 51% to 22% of worldwide sales 2• These figures vary
not only over time but also across firms. Judging from these
magnitudes, it seems likely that domestic vs. total costs will be
substantially different, and this difference may exhibit significant
variation across both firms and across time.
It is difficult to construct a cost variable which excludes the
costs of foreign production. Usually, total cost is defined as the sum
of costs of all inputs: in this case, capital, labor and materials.
(1) C = PK K + PL L + PM M
where PK, PL, PM are input prices and K, L, M the units of capital,
labor and materials used. First each component of cost is constructed,
and the sum is defined as costs. To exclude the costs of foreign
operations in this context would require data on each component broken
down into domestic and foreign. Although it is possible to construct
variables for the material and labor components excluding foreign
operations, capital costs are only reported on a consolidated basis.
This makes it impossible to capture only domestic costs for each firm
without making some assumptions as to the relative magnitudes of
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domestic versus foreign capital costs.
Because of these difficulties, the long-run partial cost function
described in Chapter 2 will be used rather than the usual cost
function. In the former approach, partial costs (PLL + PMM) replace
total costs. Fortunately, the labor and materials data available do
not suffer from the problems of measurement described above. Labor and
materials cost data are described after the input price for capital is
discussed.
CAPITAL
Estimation of the partial cost function requires the construction of an
input price for capital. This variable is calculated using" well-known
methodologies and is described below.
User Cost of Capital
The user cost of capital is calculated using the analysis in
Boadway and Wildasin3 and represents the cost to firms of holding and
using its assets during a period of time. The four components of the
cost of capital are (1) the cost of financing the asset, (2)
depreciation, (3) capital gains or losses, and (3) any tax savings to
the firm of holding the asset.
The firm is assumed to be a profit maximizer, in perfectly
competitive capital markets. That is, the firm adjusts its holdings of
capital assets so as to equate the marginal benefit of an additional
increment of capital (value of marginal product of capital) with the
marginal cost of holding the assets.
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Given these assumptions, and further assuming that firms take
taxes, capital gains, and inflation into account, one obtains the
following definition of the user cost of capita1 4:
-
(1) Pk = q r + ~ ~ g (1 - c/» ( 1 - uexr+a
where: q purchase pri ce of one uni t of capi tal,
-
r = the cost of financing (real)
r = r + 1Te and 1Te is the expected inflation rate,,
~ = the economic depreciation rate,
u the corporate income tax rate,
c/> investment tax credit,
ex = the reported depreciation rate,
g capital gains on the firms assets.
To interpret this expression, it is useful to look at the marginal
condition satisfied when the firm has chosen the optimal capital stock:
(2) (1 u ) P ~Pk = q (r + ~ - g) (1 - c/» (1 - u ex ).r + ex
The left hand side is the marginal benefit of obtaining another unit of
capital: p. MP k is the value of marginal product of capital and the
first term adjusts this to reflect corporate tax payments on revenues
generated by the sale of output.
On the right hand side, qr is the cost of financing one unit of
capital, q~ is the dollar economic depreciation on one unit of capital,
and finally, qg is the capital gain on assets. The first term on the
right hand side is the simple user cost of capital when factors such as
inflation and taxes are ignored. The second term contains the
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adjustments for these factors.
Since firms are given tax credits for each dollar of investment
undertaken, the cost of capital should be adjusted to reflect this.
This is done with ~ in the second term.
The last term adjusts for the fact that firms are allowed to
write-off the reported depreciation on their assets. It can be shown
that (a / r + a) is the present value of future depreciation
write-offs. Given this, (ua / r + a) is the present value of these tax
savings on one dollar of capital. The last term thus reduces the cost
of capital by the present value of these tax savings.
If one divides both sides of (2) by (1 - u), the right hand side
may be interpreted as the before tax user cost of capital which is the
expression in (1).
Ideally, one would like firm-specific measures for these
variables. The purchase price of capital, for example, will vary
depending on the type of capital (equipment, structures, etc.). To the
extent that the types of capital typically held by firms in this study
differ, one would need different prices for each firm. Unfortunately,
this data is difficult to obtain. In some cases, the best one can do
is industry specific data (automobiles); in others, only national data
(manufacturing) is available. The sources for each of the variables
used are as follows:
q: This variable is represented by the implicit
price deflator on fixed non-residential investment
found in US Dept of Commerce, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Business Statistics.
~: Calculations for the economic depreciation
rate for American corporations are given in G.N.
Hatsopolous, High Cost of Capital: Handicap of
American IndustrY,-P:-1Of. (hereafter,
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Hatsopolous).
u: The corporate income tax rate for firms in the
motor vehicles industry is calculated as total
taxes divided by income subject to tax for that
industry. Data was obtained from U.S. Dept. of
Treasury, Internal Revenue Service, Statistics of
Income: Business Tax Returns.
$: The investment tax credit for equipment was
taken from Hatsopolous, p. 97.
a: the reported depreciation rate is calculated
as the ratio of reported depreciation to book value
of depreciable assets for the motor vehicles
industry. Data for this calculation are given in
U.S. Dept. of Treasury, Internal Revenue Service,
Statistics of Income: Business Tax Returns.
g: The rate of capital gains is calculated as the
percent change in q, described above.
r, r: The calculations and sources for the cost
of financing is described below.
The Cost of Financing
The cost of financing is computed as a weighted average cost of 1)
the cost of borrowing and 2) the cost of equity, where the cost of
equity is estimated using the capital-asset pricing model. These
calculations yield a variable which represents the minimum required
after-tax return on capital to investors of the firm.
The capital asset pricing model defines the cost of equity to
firms as 5:
where:K . = the cost of equity,
e1
r f the risk free rate of return,
r
m
the expected return on stocks,
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Bi = a measure of the riskiness of firm i's stock.
The sources for this calculation were as follows: the risk free
rate of return is defined as the yield on U.S. three month treasury
bills obtained from Business Statistics; the difference between the
market vs. risk free rate of return (the risk premium) was taken from
calculations provided in R. G. Ibbotson and R. A. Sinquefield, Stocks,
Bonds, Bills and Inflation, Financial Analysts Research Foundation,
Charlottesville, Va., 1982, p.30. (Stocks); Asset betas were taken
from Valueline for years 1970-present, and from Friedlaender, Winston
and Wang for previous years.
The cost of equity is then combined with the cost of borrowing'as
follows:
Ke
r Ki ( 1-u)~ + ( (I _ e' ·crh ) - 1Te ,
where r = the cost of financing assets,
K. = the cost of borrowing,1
K the cost of equi ty,e
u = the marginal corporate income tax rate,
E the market value of equi ty
B = the market value of debt.
e tax rate payable on equity income, and
1Te = expected inflation rate.
That is, the after tax cost of capital weights the cost of equity (K )
.e
and borrowing (K i ) by their relative importance in the firms' financing
portfolio.
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This expression also includes adjustments for personal taxes and
inflation. Inflation is taken into account in that r represents the
real cost of financing, after adj usting for expected inflation. This
is done because it is likely that firms base their investment decisions
on the real cost of financing, not nominal values. Secondly, the
appropriate borrowing rate is the nominal rate, since nominal interest
paYments are the relevant variable for tax deduction purposes.
Therefore, Ki (1-u) represents the nominal after tax cost of borrowing.
Finally, it is the nominal interest rate that should be used to
discount the present value of depreciation allowances since
depreciations deductions are based on the original nominal value of'the
capital being depreciated. Therefore, r, not r, is used in" the last
term of expression (2).
Personal income taxes are an issue because individuals buying
equity from the firm will require some real return (net in the amount
of taxes) in the amount of K. Therefore, the before tax payment by
e
the firm must be Ke / (1 a) in order to satisfy investors, where e is
the appropriate tax rate paid by by holders of the firm's stock.
The tax treatment of earnings from holding stock is complicated.
Stockholders are sUbject to two types of taxes. Dividend paYments are
considered income and are taxed at the personal income tax rate,
whereas capital gains from sales of stock whose price has risen are
taxed differently depending on the length of time the stock was held.
If the holding period is less than one year, then any short term
capital gains are taxed at the personal income tax rate. Long term
capital gains are given preferrential treatment in that only 40% of
them are taxable. Capital losses (long term or short term) may be
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deducted from capital gains from other stock sales. Given the
difference in treatment of these earnings, a weighted average of the
two tax rates will be used to represent 6:
6 Dividends (t) + 4 Capital Gains )Dlvldends + Capltal Galns (. )(t)D1Vldends + Capltal Galns
To make this operational, it is assumed that increases in the retained
earnings of a firm increase the value of the firm and thus give rise to
capital gains. The weights actually used substitute retained earnings
for capital gains in the above expression. The effects on taxes from
capital losses are not dealt with here.
The expected inflation series (ne ) was obtained by assuming that
expectations are forms adaptively. Specifically, the expected
inflation at time t is based on the actual inflation during year t and
that of the preceding fi ve years. The weights used for each year are:
Time per iod weight
Current year .34
Current year - .23
Current year - 2 • 17
Current year - 3 • 12
Current year - 4 .08
Current year - 5 .06
------
1.00
These weights are determined by the relation:
weightt
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This method for computing an expected inflation series was used in the
Hatsopolous study.
Data on dividend and retained earnings used to form these weights
were obtained from S&P. The cost of borrowing was obtained from
calculations in Stocks. The market value of debt (B) was obtained by
multiplying the market-to-book ratio for bonds listed in the New York
Stock Exchange (NYSE Factbook) by the book value of bonds as listed in
S&P. And finally, the market value of equity (E) was calculated by
multiplying the average price of each firm's common stock (S&P) by the
number of shares outstanding (Valueline).
PAYROLL
Data on annual wages for domestic employees of the three
automobile manufacturers were obtained from the United Auto Workers.
Sources for the number of domestic employees are as follows: Data was
available in Moody's and S&P for Chrysler and Ford. John Hartnett, GM,
Public Relations (D.C.) provided data for GM's domestic emploYment in a
phone conversation Jan. 16, 1985. Labor costs for each firm are
obtained by multiplying each firm's wage rate by its number of workers.
MATERIALS
Data are not available on the cost of materials purchased by U.S.
plants. To compute a material costs variable it is assumed that the
fraction of domestic sales that constitute material costs is equal to
that of worldwide operations:
CO~world
SALESworld
CO~domestic
SALESdomestic
Under this assumption, the material costs for domestic operations are
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given by:
COMworld
COMd to - • SALES
- omes 1C - SALESworld domestic·
Sources for domestic sales data are as follows. For Ford and
Chrysler, domestic net sales and net earnings data were provided from
Dennis Fogel, Investor Relations and E.S. Harris, Manager of External
Reporting and Consolidation, respectively. For General Motors,
domestic net sales and net earnings data were computed using ratios of
u.S. to total sales and earnings provided in Standard and Poor's
Standard Corporate Descriptions <SP), and total sales and earnings data
also obtained from SP.
· Ratios of worldwide cost of materials to sales were calculated'
from data provided in the firms' annual reports.
In cost studies, prices for materials are normally constructed as
a weighted price of the major commodities used in production. Although
prices for each of the major commodities of interest are readily
available for the U.S. economy, it is argued that this index implicitly
assumes firms are totally vertically integrated.
That this is the case seems obvious. For automobiles, the price
index might include the prices of commodities such as iron, steel and
glass. Although U.S. firms are highly integrated, the commodities they
actually purchase are carburators, windshields, and other fabricated
materials. If these purchases are of highly labor-intensive goods,
then it may be that the labor prices to these industries more
accurately track the variation in the material prices to U.S. auto
firms. If, however, the firm is totally integrated so that the bulk of
its purchases are primary goods, then the usual price index is more
appropriate. Another approach that one may use to compute aggregated
where P.
1
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materials prices which is similar to the weighted price approach is
described below.
First, assume that pounds of materials are directly translated
into pounds of vehicles. Suppose also that one has data on the output
of each firm expressed in pounds. Then, if one divides the cost of
materials by the pounds of vehicles produced, one obtains a materials
price equivalent to the one constructed for American firms, in
principle. The major difference between the two is that it is not
possible to identify the individual elements of the Japanese price
index.
To see this note that cost of materials is simply the sum of each
input price times the quantity used of each input:
Material Cost = L P.• Q.
1 1
i th input's price
Qi usage of i
th input.
Dividing this by pounds of materials (L Q.), and rearranging, one
1
obtains the price of materials:
Note that this is an index where each input price is weighted by the
percentage of its content in the finished vehicle. This is, in
principle, equivalent to a weighted price of materials. This involves
two assumptions: first, that pounds of materials are directly
translated into pounds of vehicles; and second, that the representative
auto components given in Wards are also applicable to trucks and buses.
This latter assumption is not likely to hold, but since the output of
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trucks and buses is a relatively minor component of total output, the
distortions caused by this assumption should be small.
The dependent variable in the materials equation is simply pounds
of vehicles, calculated using output and weight of each vehicle
produced. The output and weight data is described in the next section.
OUTPUT
In order to facilitate the comparison of Japanese and American
cost structures, it is necessary to specify comparable output classes.
Given the automobile classes for Japan, a sufficiently disaggregated
output data series (including attributes for each model) for American
automobiles would allow the definition of output classes for the U.S.
firms to be nearly identical with the Japanese output classes. To this
end, output and specification data were collected for each of the U.S.
firms.
Output data (number of autos produced) is available broken down by
make (e.g., Chevrolet) for each calendar year, and also available
broken down by model (e.g., Chevette) for each model year (twelve
months ending October 31st). Annual output should cover the same time
period as data used elsewhere in the cost function (calendar year), but
also should be disaggregated into models so as to define output classes
comparable to those used in Japan.
It is assumed that the distribution of calendar-year output within
each make can be represented by the proportions given in the model year
data. Thus, if 1000 Chevrolets were produced in calendar year 1983,
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and one-fourth of Chevrolets in model year 1983 were Chevettes, it is
assumed that 250 Chevettes were produced in CY 1983. This figure is
referred to as the calendar year equivalent output for a Chevette, and
was calculated for all models produced by each of the firms for the
sample per iod.
Given this output and specification data for each model, output
classes were constructed using the specifications used by the Japanese.
So, for example, if autos weighing more than 3000 pounds are considered
"Standard" by the Japanese, all models produced by the American firms
matching this specification were also labelled "Standard". This
approach led to two automobile classes for u.S. cars: small and
intermediate.
Output and specification data were collected from various issues
of Automotive News. Data on calendar year domestic truck production
was available in Wards. To calculate the average weight of trucks,
truck production data tabulated by gross vehicle weight was used to
construct a weighted average for gross vehicle weight. These average
weights were later used to calculate the number of pounds of trucks
produced, one component of material costs.
INSTRUMENTS
Sources for the variables used to instrument the firms' output are
as follows: unemploYment rate, outstanding installment credit,
constant dollar disposable personal income, population, GNP, prime
rate, retail gas prices, and a GNP deflator were all obtained from the
Survey of Current Business, various issues. The market share for each
firm was obtained from Valueline.
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5.2 Japanese Cost Data
The methodology for computing the variables to be used in the
Japanese Automobile manufacturer's cost function was similar to that
used for American firms. This section describes the sources for the
data used and any important differences in the methodology.
One general point to be made is that while the distinction between
foreign and domestic operations is important in the American firms, it
is not necessary to adjust the Japanese data to exclude foreign
operations. This is because the data provided in the firms' annual
reports represents financial data for the parent company only: That
is, their financial reports exclude data on their foreign subsidiaries.
COST AND LABOR VARIABLES
Material costs, number of employees, and wages and compensation
were obtained from an unpublished data set provided by the Japan
Economic Journal (JEJ). Average annual wages was derived by dividing
wages and compensation for all workers by the number of employees.
Partial costs are defined as the sum of labor and material costs; each
component is described below.
MATERIALS
The approach to derive material prices for the U.S. firms was also
used for the Japanese auto firms. The cost of materials variable was
available in the JEJ data. To obtain the output of each manufacturer
in pounds, figures for number of vehicles in each output class were
multiplied by the average weight of vehicles in that class, and then
summed to obtain pounds of vehicles.
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The specific weights (pounds) used were calculated using the
specifications for vehicles produced in 1982 provided in Guide to the
Motor Industry of Japan, 1982. A simple average weight for all
vehicles within each class was computed for automobiles and trucks,
while the midpoint of the range of weights was used as the average
weight of a bus.
CAPITAL
The Boadway and Wildasin analysis used to calculate the user cost
of capital for American firms is also used for the Japanese. Sources
for the variables used in the calculations (with the exception of the
cost of financing, which is described separately below) are described
in this section.
q: The price index for capital goods provided
in JSY, various issues.
o A proxy for economic depreciation is obtained
from the JEJ data base. A variable for actual
depreciation based on engineering estimates
rather than formulas used for tax purposed is
divided by book value of depreciable assets
also provided in JEJ.
u The corporate income tax rate is calculated
for each firm by dividing total taxes by taxable
income. Both variables were provided in JEJ.
a The reported depreciation rate is calculated
as the ratio of reported to depreciation to book
value of depreciable assets for each firm. Both
variables were obtained from the JEJ database.
g the percentage rate of change in q, described
above.
~ the expected inflation rate is calculated using
the same method and parameters as for the U.S.
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The investment tax credit (~) is assumed to be zero for Japanese
firms. This assumption was also made in the Hatsopolous study,
primarily because such tax credits are scarce in Japan. This was
verified in the description of the Japanese tax system in An Outline of
Japanese Taxes, where the only types of tax credits available to
business are for purchases of certain types of energy-saving machinery.
Finally, a 20% income tax rate is assumed. Also, since capital
gains are not taxed in Japan, the expression for e reduces to:
e = .2 dividends
dlvldends + retalned earnlngs·
Cost of Financing
The capital asset pricing model was also used to calculate the
cost of financing for Japanese firms. The methodology is the same as
described earlier, except asset Betas had to be calculated since they
are not available.
The formula used to calculate asset betas is:
P. t1 ,
where:P. t1,
a + B Pmkt,t
stock price of the ith firm at time t, and
P kt t = average stock price at time t.
,m ,
Monthly stock prices for each firm and the Tokyo Stock Exchange
index were obtained from Japan Economic Journal (Journal), various
issues. Data for the years 1965-66 were not available, so betas for
the period 1965-69 were assumed to equal the betas calculated for 1969.
Also, since Honda's stock was not publicly traded until 1972, it was
not possible to estimate betas for this firm until 1976. It was
therefore assumed that the riskiness of Honda's stock between 1964-1975
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could be represented by the average beta for the 1976-82 period.
These betas were then used to calculate the cost of equity. Other
data necessary for this calculation were a risk premium and a risk free
rate of return. The risk free rate of return is defined as the 60 day
Treasury bill rate and was obtained from Citibank's World Financial
Markets for the period 1969-82, and from the Japan Statistical Yearbook
(Yearbook) for the years 1964-68. The risk premium is defined as the
difference between some average stock market return and the risk free
rate. The average return on stocks listed in the Tokyo Stock Exchange
was calculated using the technique described in Stocks (p.8). There,
the market return is defined as:
RMt
where:RMt
PMt
(PMt + DIVt)/PMt-1'
the average market return,
the arithmetic market average price for TSE stocks
from Yearbook,
Average dividends paid, calculated using the average
dividend rate listed in Yearbook.
The resulting cost of equity is then combined with the cost of
borrowing to yield a weighted average cost of capital (r). The book
value of bonds for each firm was taken from the JEJ data; the market
value of equity was calculated using the number of outstanding shares
of stock (from JEJ) times the average stock price for each firm that
year (from Journal). A forty percent corporate income tax was assumed •
. And finally. the cost of borrowing was represented by domestic
corporate bond yields listed in Yearbook.
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OUTPUT DATA
Annual production data for each Japanese firm is provided in
MITI's Current Production Survey aggregated into the following classes:
AUTOMOBILES AND TRUCKS:
Width
(meters)
Length
(meters)
Piston Disp.
(cc. )
Mini
Compact
Standard
BUSES:
Light
Standard
MOTORCYCLES
<1.4
1.4-1 •7
) 1 .7·
Seating Capacity
<30
>30
<3.2
3.2-4.7
>4.7
<550
550-2000
>2000
Five output classes are used for estimation: mini cars and
trucks, compact cars and trucks, standard cars, standard trucks and
buses, and motorcycles.
INSTRUMENTS
Sources for the variables used as instruments for the output
variables are as follows: Installment credit, unemployment rate, gas
price and consumption per capita variables were obtained from the JSY,
various issues. The prime rate was obtained from World Financial
Markets for years 1969-82, and from JSY for previous years. The market
share for each firm was calculated using sales data provided in JEJ.
DEFLATORS
All nominal data were deflated to 1975 dollars for the
estimations. 6 Both the Japanese and U.S. data were deflated using their
respective Wholesale Prices Index given in IMF's International
Financial Statistics, various issues.
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The units of measurement for the variables in the cost function,
after converting the Japanese data to U.S. dollars and deflating both
into constant 1975 dollars are as follows:
Variable
Cost
Materials
Price of Materials
Labor
Pri ce of Labor
Price of Capital
Units of measurement
thousand U.S. 'dollars
thousand pounds
dollars per pound
number of wor kers
thousand dollars per wor ker
price index.
Data for Vertical Integration Adjustments.
The most recent Japanese direct and indirect requirements table is
for 1970 and was found in Showa Sanjugo Yonju Yonjugonen Setsuzoku
Sangyo Renkan Hyo, 3 volumes. There, data are given at both the 59 and
159 sector levels. Labor cost and value added data were obtained from
the 1980 Transactions Table at the 39 sector level. This table is
given in JSY, 1984 issue, pp. 566-570. Finally, wage data are also
provi ded in JSY, 1984, Table 3-27 ti tIed "Average Monthly Cash Earnings
of Regular Wor kers by Industry".
The direct and indirect requirements table for the U.S. firms was
gi ven in "The Input-Out put Struct ure of the U. S. Economy, 1977"
published at the 81 sector level in Survey of Current Business, May,
1984. The detailed 537 industry level tables are published by the U.S.
Government Printing Office and titled The Detailed Input-Output
Structure of the United States Economy, 1977., 1984. These sources
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also provided labor cost and value added data for each sector in the
total transactions tables. Wage data were obtained from Statistical
Abstract of the United States, 1985, 105th edition, published by the
Bureau of the Census, U.S. Department of Commerce.
General Motors supplied data on sales by SIC code, further broken
down into allied vs. non-allied sales. GM compiled these data from
surveys submitted for the 1983 Survey of Manufacturers on an
establishment basis, then aggregated into 4-digit SIC code. These data
were used to calculate the term VA.owGMned described in Chapter 3.
1 ,
5.3 Descriptive Statistics/Cost of Funds Data
This section reports the constructed weighted average cost of
financing data for U.S. and Japanese firms. Also, descriptive
statistics are given for the data used in the cost function estimation.
Weighed Average Cost of Financing
Table 5.1 provides the mean weighted cost of financing calculated
for the U.S. and Japanese firms for the period 1965-1982. These are
averages of the after-tax weighted cost of funds adjusted for expected
inflation. Overall, the magnitudes of the mean values appear
reasonable; for the U.S. firms, the values fall between 6.6$ and 13.5$,
while the Japanese figures range from 7.7% to 13.5%.
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Table 5.1 After-tax Weighted average cost of funds.
Average Cost to Average Cost to
Year U.S. firms Japanese firms
1965 • 142 .096
1966 •148 .108
1967 • 168 .093
1968 • 147 .102
1969 •166 • 114
1970 .109 .089
1971 .083 .083
1972 .084 .107
1973 .100
· 121
1974 .104 •121
1975 .063 .103
1976 .066 •128
1977 .068 .099
1978 .080 .077
1979 .091 .082
1980 .084 .097
1981 .091 .109
1982 .090
· 135
MEAN .105 .104
It is interesting that until 1970 the average cost of funds to
U.S. auto manufacturers is roughly 5% higher than that paid by the
Japanese. After 1970, however, the cost of funds are comparable in the
two countries. In all but three years (1978-1980), the Japanese
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display higher rates.
This suggests that the often-stated claim that Japanese firms pay
significantly lower rates for their funds may not have much empirical
backing, particularly in the past 10 years.
Most published studies which perform these comparisons are based
on highly aggregated data, i.e., data for all manufacturing firms. The
argument often made is that government policies in Japan aimed at
supporting certain industries partly through the use of subsidized
loans contribute to the Japanese cost advantage. Although this may be
true for other industries, in the case of the automobile industry this
argument cannot be made since the auto industry is not one which is'
targeted for government supports. In fact, the majority of' Japanese
auto firms hold very little debt, and rely mostly on equity for their
funds. If any advantage exists, it would not be related to lower cost
loans provided by the government in any case.
Finally, an average of the cost of funds over the 18 year period
reveals the U.S. cost is remarkably close to that for Japanese auto
firms: .105 vs •. 104. Therefore, it does not seem that the Japanese
auto firms enjoy a significant advantage over U.S. firms in their cost
of funds.
Descriptive Statistics
For completeness, Table 5.2 provides descriptive statistics for
the variables to be used in the estimation of the U.S. and Japanese
cost functions.
Table 5.2 Descriptive Statistics--Cost function data.
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Japanese u.s.
Mean Std.Err. Mean Std.Err.
YC 387450.53 768515.40
YM 103857.83 114344.07
YS 729553.35 837388.55 404189.02 378262.48
YI 34023.52 74003.02 1991 277.35 1352921 .56
YT 50917.32 79656.01 584328.07 369947.05
PK 46.85 14.04 34.54 14.53
PL 2731.88 660.28 18. 13 3.04
PM 188.49 47.54 .61 .17
NOTE :Material and labor input prices are measured in 75 Yen for the
Japanese data and 15$ for the U.S. data.
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Chapter V Footnotes
Valueline, September 28, 1984.
2 Telephone conversation with Dennis Fogel, Ford Motor Co., 1/15/85.
3 See Boadway and Wildasin, Public Sector Economics, 2nd ed.,pp.
321-347.
4 In the early years of the investment tax credit, 1972-1973, the tax
credit was of the type that reduced the depreciation base. For these
years, the relevant formula for the user cost of capital is:
P r + 0 - g (k=q l-U 1-<1>- ua )r+ci ·0
5 This is the standard finance textbooK formula used to calculate the
cost of equity. See, for example, Richard Brealey and Steward Myers
Principles of Corporate Finance, 2nd ed., New York, N.Y.: McGraw-Hill,
Inc., 1984.--This text was used as the source for this and other
finance-related formulas.
6 From a micro-theory point of view, it makes no difference whether the
cost-minimization problem is stated in real or nominal terms. From an
econometric point of view, however, it makes more sence to specify the
equations in real terms. Not doing so would make it difficult to argue
that the variance of the error term is constant over time.
CHAPTER VI
ESTIMATION RESULTS AND SIMULATIONS
This chapter reports the results of both the Japanese and U.S.
estimations described in earlier chapters and the resulting predicted
values of the marginal cost and labor producti vity measures. The
chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.1 provides the estimated
parameters of the cost functions and discusses the plausibility of the
results. Potential collinearity problems are addressed in Section 6.2,
while section 6.3 discusses cost and labor productivity comparisons
between U.S. and Japanese firms at various sample points. Finally,
section 6.4 reports cost and labor productivity comparisons at
simulated points.
6.1 Estimation Results
6.1.1 U.S. Cost Function
Table 6.1 presents the estimation results for the U.S. cost
function. Table 6.2 provides a restatement of the interpretation of
each of the coefficients for both the U.S. and the Japanese
estimations. The estimated parameters take on the expected signs, for
the most part. Recall that "marginal cost", in the partial cost
function, is defined as additional labor and material costs only and do
not include capital costs. Also, although K no longer appears in the
estimation, the assumption of long run cost minimization is implicit in
the model specification. With this in mind, one may interpret the
signs and relative magnitudes of the estimated parameters.
Table 6.1 u.s. Cost Function Estimated Parameters
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Uncorrected Est. White Estimates
Par. Estimate Std. Err. T-Stat Std. Err. T-Stat
aO -137281 1448354 -0.09 546751 -0.25
a 2.597899 0.87789 2.96 0.846384 3.06s
a 1 0.002897417 0.5416142 0.01 0.19644 0~01
at ~0.0835325 2.371578 -0.04 0.763486 -0~11
a
.00000174625 .00000805331 0~22 .000001898 0~92ss
a .. 2. 48835e-08 -1.59622e-07 o. 16 6.306ge-08 0~3911
att ,,0000036848 .00000360144 -1 ~02 .0000010777 -3~42
a . .00000115621 ~00000205352 0.56 5.1595e-07 2.24S1
a
st ";.0000028884 .00000728549 -0.40 .0000019284 -1 .49
a' t -4. 47240e-07 .4.21 31 2e-07 -1 ~06 1.5624e-07 -2.86b1
-13631.5 43413.41 -0.31 15365.7 -0.88
bk
-39646.6 56040.53 -0.71 46147~5 -0~85
b1
-459194 1340749 -0~34 983903 -0~47mb11 -3376:79 3313.067 -1 ~ 02 1942.82 -1 ~ 73b1k 101 6; 18 '754.7613 1.35 606.861 1.67b
-29303. 1 32921.58 -0.89 22696 -1.29
blm 142.7752 649.6628 0;22 196.683 0.73
bkk
--481865 1176347 -0; 41 798986 -0;60
bmm 16621.8 19672. 18 0~84 15053.2 1 ~ 10km
e
s1 0.1230044 0.02666033 4~61 0.0257912 4.77
ell 0.'131 4757 0.01001289 13; 13 0.00713222 18.43
etl -0.0195274 0~03964711 ~0~49 0.0271777 -0~72
esk -0.0553208 0~04679783 -1 •18 0;0129635 -4.-27
e ik 0.002176487 0;00757566 0.29 0.00329492 0.66
etk -0.000816428 0~03194029 -0~03 0.00900428 -0.09
e o. 71 33301 0.7021796 1.02 0.675612 1.06sm
e. 3.265159 0;2644275 12.35 0.2098 15.561m
e 10.53807 1.083834 -9.72 0.825545 12.76
dtm '-101852 129068.4 -0~79 54791.3 ·1.85
d
-0.0780736 0.1450042 -0.54 0.0522585 -1.49
dtys 0.02018179 0.02295125 0.88 0.00876453 2.30
dtyi 0.02798677 0.09009582 0.31 0.0301775 0.92
dtyt
-4767.506 2146.724 2;22 1700.58 2.80
dtl 522.1485 1804.88 0.29 687.032 0.76
dtk] 62836.15 51013.-81 1.23 35610.1 1.76tID
dtt . 4036~66 6697.429 0.60 2636;8 1.53
R-SQUARE
Cost Equation 0.9568
Labor Equation 0; 9051
Material Equation 0.9568
PARAMETER
a O
a.
1
a ..
b1Ji
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Table 6.2 Parameter Notation
DESCRIPTION
Cost function intercept
Output Variables:
YC=motorcycles
YM=mini-cars
YS=Small Cars
YI=Lar ge Cars
YT=Trucks and Buses
Output square and cross terms
Input Price Variables:
PK=price of capital
PL=Price of labor
PM=Price of materials
Input Price square and cross terms
Cross terms between all outputs and input prices
i refers to output class
j refers to input price.
Time trend
Cross terms between Time trend and all other variables (i).
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Small cars (YS) and trucks (YT) exhibit weak cost
complementarities (Ast < 0) as do large cars and trucks. Marginal
costs for trucks appear to be declining, since the coefficient of the
square terms for the truck output class is negative. Although this
coefficients is significant, its absolute magnitude is very small: Att ·
= -.00000368. This indicates that the marginal cost curve for trucks
is nearly flat as output increases. For example, an increase in the
production of trucks by 100,000 units will decrease the marginal cost
of trucks by only $368.00 1975 dollars.
To discuss the remaining coefficients, it may be useful to recall
the following expression:
a PC
<rlk Bk + Blk(PI ) + Bkk(Pk) + Bkm(Pm) + Esk(YS) + Eik(~I)
+ Etk(YT) + Dtk(T).
This expression describes the change in labor and material costs (PC)
when the price of capital changes. Thus, Bkk captures the change in
this expression as Pk changes; Bkm the change in this expression as Pm
changes, and so on.
Because of the symmetry restrictions imposed on these estimates,
some of these parameters have alternative interpretations:
a L
<rlk
Bkm
a M
<rlk
ESk
a MC ys
d Pk
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a MC YT
a Pk
Using these interpretations, Blk >0 and Bkm > 0 indicate that capital
and labor are sUbstitutes, as are capital and materials. B1m<0
indicates that labor and materials are complements.
The Eij terms should all be positive since one expects marginal
costs to rise as input prices increase. These estimates take on the
expected sign for the most part. The exceptions are: Etl , Esk and-
Etk • Note, however, that two of these parameters are insignificant, as
indicated in their respective t-stats of -.72, -4.27 and -0.09.
The second partials of the cost function with respect to labor and
material prices (Bll , Bmm ) are both negative indicating (1) the partial
cost function is concave in input prices, and (2) the own price effects
on labor and material demands are negative, as expected.
The intercepts of the cost function as well as the labor and
material input demand equations are not significantly different from
zero as indicated in their respective t-statistics: -.25, -.859, and
-.467.
It is useful to examine the MC's for each automobile output class
to further investigate the plausibility of the results. The table
below reports calculations for marginal costs for recent years:
Table 6.3 U.s. Marginal Cost Estimates, at Selected Industry Means.
(expressed in thousands of 75 dollars)
MCYS MCYI MCYT
1980 Mean 4.223 6.164 3~173
1981 Mean 4~186 6.857 3~990
1982 Mean 3~067 7.102 5:038
1983 Mean ~.041 7.860 4~942
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These estimates seem reasonable given the magnitudes of the
associated standard errors. Forming 95% confidence intervals for these
estimates yields marginal costs ranging from - $875 to $7246 for small
cars; $4798 to $8818 for large cars; and - $123 to $7130 for trucks.
While the width of these intervals reflects the imprecision of the
estimates, these ranges certainly bracket what one may consider a
reasonable marginal cost figure for each output class.
6.1.2 Japan Cost Function
The results of the Japan cost function are presented in Table 6.4.
The estimated parameters take on the expected signs, for the most part.
Weak cost complementarities are exhibited by the following groups of
outputs: Motorcycles and small cars; small cars and large cars; and
small cars and trucks. The marginal costs of motorcycles and large
cars are declining, wile that of the other output classes appear to be
rising. Where marginal costs are declining, the marginal cost curve is
nearly flat. For example, an increase in the output of large cars by
10,000 decreases the marginal cost of large cars by about $400.00 in
1975 dollars. Note, also, that these estimates are for the most part
insignificant.
The input price cross terms indicate that labor and capital are
substitutes; capital and materials are substitutes; and labor and
materials are complements. These results were also obtained in the
u.s. estimation. The B.. terms for labor and materials indicate that11
the cost function is concave.
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Table 6.3 Japan Cost Function Estimated Parameters.
Uncorrected Est. White Estimates
Par Estimate Std. Err. T-Stat Std. Err. T-Stat
aO 75561686 85968913 0.88 63771087 1• 18
a
e 24.80271 32.59355 0:76 26.4175 0.93
a 140.9387 109.01 82 1 ~ 29 71.1974 1 ~ 98m
as 137.1611 33.12846 4.14 23.7507 5.77
a1 278.2928 404.3974 0~69 458.837 0.60
at 448.7928 269.6938 1.66 172.913 2~59
bk -2057236 1669021 -1.23 1459111 -1.40b1 15622.03 3439.423 4.54 3008.19 5. 19b 97149.81 41832.42 2.32 31054.3 3.12m
a
-.0000151714 .00002266556 -0~67 .0000229533 -0.66cc
a
-.0000042741 .00004063357 -0.11 .000034041 -0~12es
a
.00002416668 .00007377414 .033 .0000536694 0.45em
a
-0.001267596 0.0008700011 1.46 0.000581252 2 ~ 18mm
a 0.0002493012 0.0003947881 0.63 0~000335992 0.74 .ms
a
mt 0.005185849 0.003907454 1 ~ 33 0.00264348 1 ~ 96
a
.00000150937 .00003440646 0.04 .0000339849 0.04ss
a . ~0.000256391 0.0002836699 -0.90 0.000250042 - 1.02Sl
a
st -.0000387757 0~0001604838 -0~24 0.0001484 -0.26
all --0.01 33662 0.003291857 -4.06 0.00369147 -3.-62
a1t 0.001740841 0~001429568 1 ~ 22 0~00127808 1 ~ 36
att 0~003054878 0.002191273 1.39 0.0015688 1.94bkk 24216.55 20547.06 1.18 "18724.3 1.29bk1 21.46865 36.10282 0.58 31.5681 0.68b km 44.11462 414.694 o~ 11 285.906 o~ 15bll -2~93031 1.486453 -1~91 0.888913 -3.- 29blm -16.6429 8.524631 -1.95 6.65157 -2.49b
mm -137.683 111.0864 -1 •18 11.9792 -1. 91
e kc -0~184901 0.3528636 -0.52 0.258451 -0.11
elc -0.000665161 0.000655663 -1 .01 0.000503602 -1 ~ 32
e 0.3615796 0.001501341 48.2 0.00442068 81.19me
e km 0.2089648 2.394016 0.09 1.14131 O. 12
e ks ~0.92511 0.4918184 -1.88 0.440635 -2.10
e k1 -3~00938 4.590477 -0.66 3.26025 -0~92e kt 0.1894824 4~ 118441 0.04 3~ 15221 0~05
elm -0.024821 0.006135357 -4.05 .0050091 -4.95518
els 0.01739141 0;001249115 13~ 92 0.00116182 14.9691
ell 0.0104595 0.01560623 -0.67 0.0148288 0.70
e1t -0~0389073 0~01135844 -3~43 0.0081131 -4.41
e 1•390908 0.07023849 19.80 0~0688358 20.2062
emm 2.613611 0~01464222 178 ~ 50 0~0108135 240.311ms
e
m1 3.094612 0.1816293 11 ~ 04 0.156533 19.16
e 9.922149 O. 131 092 15.69 0.0997932 99;43
dmt -10129181 6813193 -1.41 4891960 -2~07
dtt 629049.5 310240.5 1.10 256214 2.45d 0.1023011 1.14031 0.06 1.30561 0~01
dtyc ~25.6968 12.16331 -2~ 01 9.45105 -2~ 11
dtym -6.75455 2.907546 -2.32 2~09782 -3.21
dtys 89~56271 30.21995 2.96 24.8468 3.60
dtyi
-37.6881 19. 18619 -1.96 13 ~ 91 08 -2~70tyt
659.1245
523.2269
87448.65
1828.862
251.7019
62195.3
0.36
2.08
1.41
1324.08
168.232
48425.7
0.49
3. 11
1 .80
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Cost Equation
Labor Equation
Materials Equation
R-SQUARE
0.9985
0.9190
0.9999
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TheEij terms take on the expected sign (positive) for the most
part. When they are negative, all parameters are insignificant except
Elm' and Elt . These parameters, if reliable, would indicate that
marginal costs fall for some outputs as some input prices rise. Note,
however, that none of these parameters display a strong degree of
significance.
As in the U.S. cost function, the intercepts of the cost function
and material demand equations are not significantly different from
zero. The labor demand equation has a positive and significant
intercept.
The estimated marginal costs for the Japanese cost function are
presented in Table 6.5. For the most part, marginal costs rise across
output classes.
Table 6.5 Japanese Marginal Cost Estimates, Selected Industry Means.
(expressed in thousands of 1975 dollars)1
1980 Mean
1981 Mean
1982 Mean
6.1.3 Summary
MCYS
1.564
1.738
1.566
MCYI
7.605
7.615
6.653
MeYT
7.369
8.192
7.508
The preceeding discussion of the estimation of the countries' cost
functions supports the plausibility of the results. Most parameters
display the expected sign and marginal cost estimates calculated from
the regressions appear reasonable.
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Based on these estimates, the main differences in the two
technologies are: (1) small cars and large cars display weak cost
complementarities in the Japanese side and not in the U.S. estimation;
and (2) large cars and trucks do not exhibit complementarities in Japan
whereas they do in the U.S. In both estimations, small cars and trucks
exhibit weak cost complementarities; marginal costs for cars and trucks
are nearly flat; capital and labor are sUbstitutes; labor and materials
are complements; and capital and materials are complements.
It should be stressed that most of the parameter estimates which
give rise to these conclusions are statistically insignificant.
Therefore, one should not place too much emphasis on these differences
in the two technologies. The inability to isolate structural
differences in technology because of the statistical weakness of some
parameters, while disappointing, does not prevent one from predicting
marginal cost and labor productivity figures under a variety of
conditions, which is the main goal of this thesis.
The next section explores the possible econometric problem of
collinearity in the estimations.
6.2 Collinearity
The large number of squared and cross terms in the quadratic
functional form produces a situation where n + (n+1)n explanatory2· .
variables are formed from only n distinct data series. This could
possibly create collinearity even when the matrix of original variates
is not ill-conditioned.
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Furthermore, the inclusion of all the included exogenous variables
in the preliminary regressions forming the instruments suggests that
unless sufficient information is added by the remaining preliminary
regressors, the hatted values for the endogenous variables are likely
to reflect only movements in the included exogenous variables.
Thiswould give rise to possible collinearity problems. The lack of
precision in the estimates suggests this may have occured. This
section examines collinearity diagnostics for each estimation in order
to assess whether collinearity is the cause of the imprecision.
6.2.1 Diagnostics for the U.S. estimation.
The condition indices from the diagnostics developed by Belsley,
Kuh and Welsch. 2 yield a condition number of 3715 for the matrix of
explanatory variables in the cost equation. This well exceeds the rule
of thumb criteria for well-conditioned matrices «30) indicating a
severely ill-conditioned matrix. It is interesting that the
diagnostics for the eight unique data series (i.e. no squared and
cross terms) reveals one dependency involving the intercept, the price
of labor (WL) and the time trend (T, as shown in Table 6.6. In the
full data matrix, this involvement is reflected in a strong dependency
associated with the condition index of 3615 between the intercept, T,
WL and WLWL. At least part of the problem, then, is due to the
dependency in the basic data.
This does not appear to be the only reason, however. Only 12
condition indices fall below the <30 criteria, indicating that the 36
explanatory variables contain roughly 12 independent pieces of
information. Also, the variance decomposition proportions indicates
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that for all explanatory variables, at least 90% of the variance in the
data is determined by dependencies with associated condition indices
greater than 30. This makes it difficult to disentangle the
relationships among the variates, but it seems likely that (1) the
practice of using squared and cross terms in the equation and (2)
including all the included exogenous variables in the list of
preliminary regressors have contributed to the ill-conditioning of this
matrix. The latter cannot be avoided if one is to obtain consistent
estimates, while the former is common practice in cost studies of this
type.
Although it is not attempted here, an examination of the matrix
actually used to form the estimates might be useful in identifying
which estimates have been harmed by these linear relations.
Table 6.6 U.S.Estimation VDC Proportions
(Excluding squared and cross terms)
index iota yshat yihat ythat wk wI wm
1.000 0.0001 0.0028 0.0011 0.0008 0.0008 0.0001 0.0004
3.350 0.0001 0.1329 0~0226 0.0001 0~0163 0.0000 0.0001
4~204 0~0009 0.0061 0.0481 0.0389 0.0129 0.0000 0.0105
6;568 0~0003 0~5198 0.0000 0.0051 0~0110 0.0003 0.0010
13.358 0.0015 0~1819 0;1259 0;4662 0~0923 0~0005 0~0305
19.335 0.0320 0;0941 0~0040 0~1221 0.4066 0~0009 0~2623
24~149 0;1140 0;0519 0;0005 0;2616 0~2470 0~0332 0~5382
64~283 0~7912 0~0038 0.1911 0~1046 0.1410 0~9651 0~1510
6.2.2 Diagnostics for the Japanese Estimation
t
0.0003
0.0038
0;0002
0~0215
0~0028
0~3636
0~0061
0;6019
Similar results are found in the Japanese estimation. The
condition indices of the Japanese estimation reveal an ill-conditioned
data matrix (condition number=1413). Table 6.1 provides condition
indices for the basic data matrix (excluding the square and cross
terms) and reveals one relatively mild dependency between the time
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trend and the price of labor.
Table 6.7 Japanese Estimation VDC Proportions
(excluding squared and cross terms)
Index iota YC YM YS YI YT PL PM PK T
1.000 0.0003 0.0029 0.0017 0.0013 0.0009 0.0017 0.0002 0.0008 0.0010 0.0002
1.793 0.0001 0~0416 0~0176 0.0070 0~0156 0;0171 0;0000 0.0003 0.0003 0.0000
3.140 0;0006 0;6098 0.0007 0.0039 0;0187 0;0017 0;0001 0.0054 0.0015 0;0001
4.439 0;0005 0;0933 0~2779 0.0378 0~0315 0;0634 0.0000 0.0018 0;0101 0.0000
5~046 0.0000 0;1082 0;0871 0~0579 0.0745 0;2635 0~0013 0;0010 0~0091 0.0008
7;256 0.0027 0.0512 0;0107 0.1094 0~0558 0;0502 0;0212 0;0311 0;0854 0.0096
8;797 0.0010 0;0329 0.1087 0;1107 0.2915 0;2481 0.0049 0.1413 0;0960 0~0009
13.734 0;0050 0;0312 0;2425 0~5634 0;2530 0;1029 0.0360 0;2867 0.2921 0;0147
27.250 0.9880 0;0022 0.1533 0;1064 0;2349 0;2042 0.0040 0.5300 0.4926 0.0026
37.247 0;0018 0.0267 0;1998 0;0021 0~0234 0;0472 0.9322 0;0016 0.01;9 0~9710
6.2.3 Conclusion
It is surprising, then, that the parameter estimates described
earlier are significant at all, since an ill-conditioned matrix,
ceteris paribus, will inflate the estimated variances. It may be that
although the estimates are degraded, the collinearity is not harmful 3•
Two other points seem relevant. First, the data matrix actually used
in the IV estimation procedure is a block diagonal matrix with the
explanatory variables of the i th equation on the (i,i) block. It is
not clear what relationship this has with the matrix we have just
examined. Second, and perhaps more importantly, the system of
equations involves cross equation restrictions. BKW argue that the
introduction of prior information (through techniques such as mixed
estimation) will alleviate the collinearity problem. The cross
equation restrictions in this system are equivalent to mixed
estimation where the variance associated with the prior information is
zero. Therefore, one would expect that these restrictions would
reduce any ill-conditioning of the data matrix. Again, it would be
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interesting to perform the regression diagnostics on the data matrix
actually used by the IV procedure, including the cross equation
restrictions.
Having discussed the plausibility and statistical accuracy of the
estimated functions, we now turn to the use of these functions in
addressing the central institutional questions of interest in this
thesis.
6.3 Marginal Cost and Labor Productivity Comparisons
at Sample Points.
The coefficient estimates described in previous sections are used
to estimate marginal cost and labor-productivity measures for both
u.s. and Japanese firms in order to ascertain the magnitude of the
cost advantage enjoyed by the Japanese and its possible sources. This
section will do so for points in the sample; the next section will
estimate these variables under a variety of simulated conditions.
6.3.1 Marginal-Cost Comparisons
Although it is possible to calculate marginal cost figures for
any output class defined for the estimations, this analysis will focus
on the costs of producing a small car (YS) for two reasons. First,
the small car output class is the most comparable across borders. It
was possible to exclude very small passenger vehicles produced in
Japan (for which no American counterpart exists) from this class since
they are captured in the mini-car (YM) class. On the upper end,
heavier American vehicles (for which there are very few, if any,
Japanese counterparts) have their own output class (YI) and are not
included in the YS class. Therefore, the vehicles included in the YS
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class are safely assumed to be homogenous across Japanese and U.S.
firms.
This is not true of the other two output classes (yr and YT)
since American large vehicles (yr) and trucks (YT) tend to be much
heavier than those produced by the Japanese. 4
Second, Japanese import penetration in U.S. markets has been
predominantly concentrated in the smaller vehicle class (YS).
Therefore, this output class seems the interesting one to consider.
Table 6.8 gives the estimated marginal cost of small cars for
selected U.S. and Japanese firms in 1982. It is important to recall
1) that these marginal costs represent additional labor and material
costs only (not capital) and 2) both the estimates and standard errors
are expressed in 1975 dollars 5•
Table 6.8 Estimated MC yS ' selected firms, 1982.(expressed in thousands of 1975 dollars;
standard errors in parentheses).
FIRM MC yS STD.ERR.
GM 3.992 (3.053)
FORD 2.099 ( 1. 486 )
CHRYSLER 3.112 (0.739)
NISSAN 1.472 (0.139)
TOTOTA 1.252 (0.227)
HONDA 1.552 (0.315)
Estimates for the U.S. firms are uniformly higher than those for
the three Japanese firms. It is important to note, however, that the
reliability of the U.S. estimates is far weaker than that of the
Japanese, as is seen from their relative standard errors.
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Simple difference of means tests may be performed to verify
whether the marginal cost of American cars is significantly greater
than that of their Japanese counterparts. Table 6.9 reports the
results of such tests between General Motors and the three Japanese
firms. In each case, the null hypothesis is rejected with 99%
confidence.
Table 6.9 Results of Difference of Means Tests
for Selected Firms.
NULL CALCULATED CRITICAL
HYPOTHESIS T-STAT VALUE
MCGM-MCNISS< 0 7.14 2.576
MCGM-MCTOYO< 0 7:76 2.576
MCGM-MCHOND< 0 6~90 2~576
These results differ from those previously reported in two ways.
First, the comparison is made using marginal costs (rather than
average costs). Second, the basis for comparison is a statistical
study while previous studies rely on engineering estimates to form
their comparisons.
6.3.2 Labor-Productivity Comparisons
The imbedded labor costs and labor content in material costs for
Japanese firms and General Motors were calculated using the
methodology described in Chapter 2 and the data described in Chapter
5. The results of these calculations are presented in Table 6.10.
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Table 6.10 Imbedded Labor Cost to Material Cost Ratios.
Ratio of Material Costs to Sales
Ratio of Labor Costs to Material Costs
Ratio of Imbedded Labor
to Material Costs
GM
48%
60%
.040968
Japanese
54%
48J
.06199
Comparing the magnitudes of the material costs to sales ratios
indicates, as expected, that Japanese firms are less vertically
integrated than GM since a higher percentage of their sales are
composed of purchases. The proportion of labor costs to material
costs is higher in the U.S., indicating higher labor costs and/or
lower productivity in the U.S. It is also possible that the
distribution of purchases differ across borders, and perhaps GM's
purchases involve more labor intensive components that the Japanese
purchases. Any combination of these factors would account for the
difference in labor costs to material costs. Finally, the imbedded
labor per dollar of material costs is .06199 for the Japanese,
slightly higher than the GM figure.
Labor productivity figures calculated for GM and three Japanese
firms (Nissan, Toyota and Honda) for the year 1982 are reported in
Table 6.11.
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Table 6.11 Calculated Labor Statistics, selected firms, 1982.
GM NISSAN TOYOTA HONDA
L (Actual Labor Demand) 381 71 3 46886 50398 26700
L* (Imbedded Labor) 458315 304080 397203 132532
L =L+L* (Total Labor) 840028 350966 447601 159232
VEH (Vehicles Produced) 3961646 2407734 3144557 1757170
L/VEH (Prod. Meas ure ) .212 •146 . 142 .090
The first three rows indicate that Japanese firms employ only a
small percentage of the total labor required to build their vehicles;
their estimated labor demand as a percentage of total labor. varies
from 11% for Toyota to 18% for Honda. GM, on the other hand, employs
almost half (45%) of the workers required. This simply reflects the
great differences in vertical integration between GM and the Japanese
firms.
The last row of this table gives estimated labor-productivity
figures for each of the firms. Of the four firms, GM appears to use
more labor per vehicle than the rest: 1.45 times more than Nissan and
2.36 times more than Honda. One should recall that these calculations
do not control for differences in output mix across the firms. This
may explain Honda's relatively low labor productivity figure (.09),
since 40% of Honda's production represents motorcycles and mini-cars.
These vehicles are much smaller and perhaps require less labor to
produce than the outputs produced by the other three firms (YS,YI,YT).
Leaving the case of Honda aside, GM appears to use roughly 1 1/2 times
the labor of the other two firms.
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This section has compared measures of marginal costs and labor
productivity at selected points actually observed in the sample. The
problem with such comparisons is that they do not account for
differences in the output configurations produced by firms. The
estimated cost functions described earlier will be used to control for
differences in output mix and scale. This is discussed in the
following section.
6.4 Marginal-Cost and Labor-Productivity Comparisons,
at Simulated Points.
The estimated cost functions described in the previous section
are used to estimate the marginal cost differences and labor
productivity figures under a variety of conditions. It may be
interesting to know how the results at points in the sample space
change if U.S. and Japanese firms would produce the same output
configuration. Secondly, since the labor costs are usually singled
out as a major source of the advantage, it would be interesting to
calculate what the cost advantage would be if U.S. firms faced
Japanese wages.
An issue that must be discussed in this context is how to choose
points on the cost surface to predict U.S. and Japanese costs such
that the predicted values will be of a reasonable statistical
accuracy.
6.4.1 Choice of Simulation Points
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It is well known that the statistical reliability of predicted
values for any function deteriorate as one moves away from the point
of means. In the case of the translog, it has been demonstrated that
this occurs rapidly, and that estimates very far from what is actually
observed may be uninterpretable. 7 Although this has not been
demonstrated for the quadratic, it seems reasonable to assume that it
is the existence of squared and cross terms which produces this result
rather than whether the data are in log form or not. Thus, it is
likely that the quadratic functional form will also suffer from this
problem.
This is of particular concern in this thesis because the scale of
production and output mixes of American and Japanese firms are quite
different. For example, in 1982 GM produced roughly twice of Nissan's
output, 38% of which were small cars; Nissan's output for that
category was 85%. Given these differences, it is difficult to find
points at which both cost functions will yield reliable predictions.
Evans and Heckman 8, in a recent paper involving a multiproduct
cost function estimation, define what they call an "admissible region"
in an attempt to avoid excessive extrapolation. This admissible
region gives upper and lower bounds on output levels and mix defined
so as to keep the set of output configurations one might use to
predict costs within the range of output configurations actually
observed in the data.
Keeping with the spirit of the Evans-Heckman criteria, we will
require that no output level should involve more or less than what's
act uall y 0 bser ved, for any out put class. Table 6. 12 gi ves the bounds
for the output levels in each cost function as well as the overlapping
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region. We also require that the chosen output mixes be reasonable
close to those observed in both sets of data.
Table 6.12:Admissible Regions
JAPANOUTPUT
CLASS
YS
YI
YT
MIN
o
20639
64886
U.S.
MAX MIN
1705502 0
4744593 0
1592096 0
MAX
2697819
868499
319226
OVERLAP
MAX
1705502
868550
319226
Using this criteria, three points were chosen which allow a
reasonable variety of scale and mix. The values taken on by each
output class for each point are given below:
Table 6. ·13 Output Configurations used in Simulations.
CASES
2
3
YS
437914
875828
1605502
YI
359605
89643
164327
YT
233897
60792
111 440
VEHICLES
1030386
1030386
1888825
The first case uses GM's output mix in 1982 and a scale of output
close to Ford's. Cases 2 and 3 use Nissan's 1982 mix at two different
total output levels. The lowest output mix for all output classes
observed in Japan is zero, since many of the firms in the sample
produce only two or three output classes. Therefore, the Japanese
data exhibit a variety of output mixes; applying GM's mix to the
Japanese technology does not violate the criteria. Nissan's output
mix of small cars is roughly comparable to that of Chrysler in 1982
(80%); in that year, Chrysler's mix for intermediate cars was only 3%
making Nissan's mix admissible. And finally, Nissan's ratio of trucks
to total output (.059) is very close to Chrysler'S ratio in 1959 of
6%. Therefore, predictions at these points using the Japan and U.S.
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cost functions should display reasonable statistical accuracy.
The choice of points is intended to give a variety of output
scale and mixes, so that one may explore to what extend these marginal
cost differences and labor productivity figures vary as output
configurations change.
Comparing the first two cases gives some idea of the role that
output mix plays (since total number of vehicles is held constant);
while in cases 2 and 3 only scale is changed, keeping mix constant.
Finally, a fourth case is considered, which uses the output
configuration of case 3 but sets the price of labor equal across
borders. This case is interesting in that it allows one to determine
to what extent the marginal cost differences are due to compensation
differences.
6.4.2 Marginal Cost Differences
Table 6.14 reports the marginal cost estimates (standard errors
in parentheses) for each of the four cases described above.
Table 6.14. Marginal Cost Differences for Small Cars
at Simulated Points (Standard Errors in Parentheses)
CASE
2
3
4
u.S. JAPAN DIFF.
2.822 1.191 1.631
(0.556) (0.393)
3.771 1.435 2.336
(0;675) (0.118)
4.981 1.371 3.609
(1~925) (0.118)
4.122 1.371 2.751
{1.947 (0.116)
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In the first three cases, the cost advantage ranges from
$1631-3609. Given the standard errors on these estimates, these
differences as scale and mix change may be due to the random element
of the estimates. That is, although the Japanese marginal costs
appear significantly lower than those for the U.S., the absolute
magnitude of the advantage does not appear to change much as one
varies scale and output mix.
The fourth case estimates the impact of allowing U.S. firms to
face a Japanese wage. The cost advantage decreases by roughly $900.00
between cases 3 and 4, where the output configuration is held
constant, but the U.S. wage is decreased to the level faced by the
Japanese.
In all four cases, the differences are statistically significant.
Table 6.15 gives the results of differences of means tests for each
case: The null hypothesis (MCUS-MCJAP< 0) is rejected at a = .005 in
each case.
Table 6.15 Differences of Means Test Results
For Simulated Marginal Costs
CASE
1
2
3
4
CALCULATED
T-STAT
22.49
29.90
16.22
12.22
CRITICAL
VALUE
2.576
2~576
2~576
2.576
In conclusion, it does not appear that changes in scale and mix
have much of an impact on the marginal cost differential. This
suggests that differences in output configurations produced does not
playa significant role in determining the size of the cost advantage
for each output class. Although the point estimate of the
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differential do show some variation, these changes are not large.
6.4.3 Labor-Productivity Differences.
It may also be interesting to see if the labor productivity
measure descri bed earlier shows any appreciable change as output mix
and scale vary.
Table 6.16 Calculated Labor Statistics, at Simulated Points
CASE COUNTRY L L* L VEH L/VEH RATIO
US 91280 154981 246261 1030386 .2389 1.34
US 108465 174286 282751 1030386 .274 1.47
JAP 24574 167044 191618 1030386 •186
2 US 130234 80592 210826 1030386 .204 1.37
JAP 36115 116790 152905 1030386 ~ 148
3 US 228809 131 41 0 360219 1888825 • 191 1.40
JAP 47611 209686 257297 1888825 ~ 136
4 US 252402 139426 391828 1888825 .207 1.52
JAP 47611 209686 257297 1888825 · 136
These figures are remarkably close to those calculated earlier at
selected sample points (Table 6.11). There, the U.S. total labor to
vehicles ratio was .213, while that of Nissan and Toyota was roughly
.14, implying a U.S.-Japan productivity ratio of 1.51. Those results
are very close in magnitude to those presented above in Table 6.16.
More remarkable is the similarity between these results and those
reported in previous studies. The Abernathy, Clark and Kantrow9 study
estimates that U.S. firms require 1.88 times the labor required by the
Japanese to produce the same output: The National Academy's~O study
estimates the figure at 1.82. These are slightly higher than the
figures reported in Table 6.16, but still of the same order of
magnitude. Given the differences in the approach used, this is
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surprising and deserves further examination to see if the similarities
can be explained.
The earlier studies make two adjustments to labor-productivity
figures: a correction for output mix and one for vertical integration
differences. It turns out that the output mix correction plays a
larger role in the adjustment that the vertical integration
correction. The assumption of constant returns to scale and zero
product complementarities is used to perform the output mix and scale
correction in earlier studies. If these assumptions are valid (or at
least consistent with the results of the estimations in this study)~
then one can expect the result of these output corrections to be very
similar.
This indeed seems to be the case. It was stated earlier that the
marginal cost curves for each output class are nearly flat, indicating
that even large increases in output do not cause appreciable changes
in marginal costs. This suggests constant returns to scale
technology. Second, the output cross terms in both estimations are
either statistically insignificant or of very small magnitudes. This
suggests that there do not exist significant complementarities across
output classes. This may explain the similarity in the results
reported here and those given in earlier studies.
The differences probably arise from the vertical integration
adjustment. The idea in earlier studies is to bring both firms in
question to an equally integrated level; e.g., make Mazda as
vertically integrated as Ford. The approach in this thesis is to
include all labor from all stages of production in the
labor-productivity measure. There 1s some evidence that
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labor-productivity differences at lower stages of production (e.g.,
components) are significantly lower than at higher stages. 11 If so,
then one would expect the previous studies to report a wider gap in
the labor productivity figures than that found in this thesis.
It should be stressed, however, that the vertical integration
corrections in previous studies are really more ad hoc than the
methodology described in Chapter 2 (using ratios of
value-added-to-sales ratios). These studies often appeal to "industry
jUdgements" when their methods fail to identify differences in
vertical integration known to exist between two firms. The adjustment
factor is then arbitrary.
This thesis provides a more rigorous framework within which to
examine the labor productivity issue and finds some support for the
findings of previous studies. The next chapter provides a summary of
the results and methodology of this dissertation.
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Chapter VI Footnotes
~ The Japanese estimation was done with all nominal variables
expressed in 75 Yen. To convert the MC estimates from this into 1975
dollars, the following adjustments were made to each MC estimate for
year i:
MC(75$) = MC(75¥) • i¥ • i$ • 75$
'T3¥ IT rr
That is, for each year i, the MC calculation in 75 Yen is first
converted into current Yen (i¥), then current Yen are converted to
current dollars using the ith year's exchange rate, and finally, that
MC in current dollars is deflated to 75 dollars.
2 David A. Belsley, Edwin Kuh and Roy Welsch, Regression Diagnostics,
New York, "N.Y.: John Wiley and Sons, 1981.
3 Ibid., P. 169.
4 This is most obvious in the case of trucks. All U.S. firms produced
a variety of trucks ranging from compact pickups to heavy duty
long-haul rigs. The Japanese firms in the sample, on the other hand,
do not produce any heavy vehicles, except for Isuzu, and the trucks
they do provide tend to be at most one third the weight of the
heaviest U.S. trucks. These diverse vehicles were aggregated due to
data limitations. However, haVing done this, obvious problems emerge
in 1) interpreting the MC of "trucks" in the U.S.' estimation, and 2)
comparing that to the Me of trucks on the Japanese side.
5 Standard errors are calculated as follows: Treating the X's as
fixed, the standard error of ~CyS is given by the quadratic form:
s = XAX'
where X= the 1 by k vector of the ith observation from the data matrix
(excluding all squared and cross terms), and A=a k by k partition of
the variance covariance matrix of the parameter estimates.
6 The difference of means tests are performed using formulas found in
Ronald E. Walpole and Raymond H. Myers, Probability and Statisticst
for Engineers and Scientists, 2nd ed., New York, N.y.:-:Macmillan
Publ ishing Co.-;-Inc., 1978, P. 252.·
7 Wales, T.J., "On the Flexibility of Flexible Functional Forms: An
Empirical Approach" Journal of Econometrics, 7(1977), 183-193.
8 Evans, D.S. and Heckman, J.J., "A Test for Subadditivity of the
Cost Function wth an Application to the Bell System", American
Economic Review, 74(4):815-828, 1984.
9 Abernathy, W.J., Clark, K.B., and Kantrow, A.M. Industrial
Renaissance: Producing a Competitive Future for America, New York,
N.Y.: Basic Books, Inc., 1983.
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10 National Academy of Engineering, The Competitive Status of the U.S.
Auto Industry, Washington, D. C.: National Academy Press,--19~ ----.
11 Ibid.
Summary and Limitations of the Study
7.1 Summary
The successful Japanese penetration into domestic automobile
markets has generated much interest in the magnitude and sources of the
Japanese cost advantage. Previous studies have employed ad hoc methods
to address these issues finding a cost advantage between $1500-2500 per
small car which is attributed mainly to lower input prices and higher
labor productivity. The lack of theoretical underpinings in these.
studies casts some doubt on the validity of their results. This thesis
employs well-known economic methods to address these issues: The goal
being to evaluate the conclusions of previous studies. This section
summarizes the major findings of this dissertation.
Cost of Funds
The computation of a weighted-average cost of funds for each of
the American and Japanese firms reveals that Japanese firms only
enjoyed a cost advantage in obtaining financing prior to 1971. After
that, their cost of funds is roughly comparable to that of American
firms.
The widely-held notion that Japanese firms can obtain funds at
lower rates probably stems from the fact that the Japanese government
provides low-interest loans to selected industries it wishes to
support. Recent debt-to-equity ratios of these firms indicates,
however, that most of their financing is obtained through equity rather
than debt. Thus, the preferential government rates do not apply to the
auto firms. This finding is interesting because the conventional
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wisdom seems to be that the cost of funds may be a contributing factor
determining the cost advantage.
The Cost Advantage
The size of the cost advantage is estimated using a multiproduct
cost function. This framework provides a natural way to correct for
differences in output mix and scale across firms. It also has the
advantage that it avoids the assumptions normally made in engineering
or accounting approaches: constant returns to scale and zero
complimentarity between output classes.
Using marginal cost (labor and materials) as the basis of
comparison, it is found that the cost advantage in producing small cars
is statistically significant at a = .005. This result holds over a
variety of output mixes and scale. Unfortunately, the estimates are
not precise enough to provide a narrow range for this cost
differential. The marginal cost curves for each output class are
nearly flat. This suggests that the constant returns to scale
assumption in earlier studies may be valid in their adjustments to
labor and material costs. Furthermore, the lack of significant output
complementarities suggests that assumption is valid as well.
Although the assumptions of earlier studies might appear overly
restrictive at first glance, the estimations in this thesis suggest
they are valid, thus lending support to their findings.
Labor Productivity
, , 3
Labor productivity corrections require not only an adjustment for
differences in output mix, but also some correction for differences in
vertical integration across firms. As stated above, the output mix
correction appears valid. Vertical integration adjustments, on the
other hand, are typically arbitrary: Both the Abernathy, Clark and
Kantrow and the National Academy studies ultimately rely on " industry
opinion" rather than some methodology and find substantial differences
in the amount of labor required to build an auto here versus Japan.
Abernathy, Clark and Kantrow find that U.S. firms employ 1.88 times the
labor that a Japanese firm would require to produce the same output;
the National Academy's estimate is 1.77.
This thesis employs input-output analysis to find the labor
imbedded in a firm's material costs. Labor productivity comparisons
are then made using total labor (both in-house and imbedded) per
vehicle. Using this method yields estimates between 1.37 and 1.52
depending on the particular output configuration used to form the
com par i son.
Since the approach used in previous studies does not use total
labor as the basis of comparison, their results are not strictly
comparable to those of this thesis. Nevertheless, their findings
appear to be of the same order of magnitude as those reported in this
thesis. One possible explanation for the slightly lower numbers of
this study is that labor productivity differences at lower stages of
production are lower than those at higher levels. Since this study
includes all lower stage labor, one would expect to find lower overall
labor productivity differences than the earlier studies.
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The conclusion, then, is that the findings of this thesis with
respect to differences in labor productivity appear in-line with those
of earlier studies.
7.2 Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research
The findings of this thesis are disappointing in many ways. The
imprecision of the cost function estimates do not allow for tighter
comparisons between the U.S. and Japanese technologies. Most of the
estimates which one uses to determine the sUbstitutability of inputs
are insignificant, for example. Furthermore, it had been hoped that
the marginal cost comparisons would yield narrower intervals which one
could use to discriminate between the results of existing studies.
This also was not possible since the squared and cross terms making up
marginal cost expressions are also insignificant, for the most part.
There are several ways one may attempt to refine the estimates of these
cost functions.
First, as was mentioned earlier, the assumption of long-run
equilibrium may be invalid, particularly for American firms. Relaxing
this assumption could improve the precision of the estimates by
providing a valid specification. Since data is not available to
construct a proper capital stock series, estimation of the usual
short-run cost function seems unlikely. However, it may be possible to
use the partial-cost function approach to avoid the long-run
assumption. This could be done by explicitly modelling the firm's
decision in determining its existing capital stock; this equation could
then be given a functional form for purposes of estimation and be
substituted into the partial-cost function. Then, only data for the
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explanatory variables would be needed rather than data for the capital
stock.
Second, the manner in which the output variables are defined may
have caused aggregation problems. This seems particularly true of the
representation of trucks as one output class. For many U.S. firms,
truck output spans from compact pick-Ups to heavy trucks which often
cost over $100,000 to purchase. It would be desirable to split out
this output class if at all possible. Of course, disaggregating this
output class would add parameters to be estimated which would add to
already-existing degrees-of-freedom problems. It is not clear whetper
the gain from a more accurate specification outweighs the 19ss in
precision from adding new parameters.
Finally, it may be worthwhile to conduct collinearity diagnostics
on the matrix actually used in the estimations to determine whether
collinearity has caused harm to the estimation, and if so, which
estimates are involved. It is interesting that so many cost studies
using the translog or quadratic functional forms display a large number
of insignificant parameters. It may be the case that these commonly
used forms are at least partly responsible for the weak results.
Econometric issues aside, another compromise made due to lack of
adequate data precluded using the estimations to address some
interesting questions. For example, it would be interesting to
calculate total factor productivity figures in order to determine
whether U.S. firms became more productive while under the protection of
import restraints. This question cannot be addressed with a partial
cost function since capital costs are excluded from the dependent
variable. A result indicating that labor and material costs declined
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over time might only indicate that the firm was sUbstituting into
capital. This same point applies to the common measure of technical
change, dC/dT. There does not seem to be a way to side-step this
problem without estimating the usual cost function using total cost as
the dependent variable.
Even given these limitations, the question of the Japanese cost
advantage is important enough to deserve rigorous examination. This
thesis represents an attempt to do so.
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